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Abstract 

 
Renovation of the existing buildings in Sweden represents a great potential to achieve the 
energy efficiency and carbon emission targets set by the European Union and the Swedish 
government. The Energy Performance Contracting (EPC) is regarded as an efficient way 
to manage and to outsource the risks of energy efficiency (EE) measures. 
 
The thesis aims to identify the theoretical framework of EPC in the Swedish scenario and, 
through a real case, develop a model that relates EE measures and its results considering 
the capital investment versus running costs of renovation projects. 
 
The work is based on the incorporation with the Morastrand AB. The research expects to 
assess EPC processes and measures as in Energy Service Companies (ESCO) and 
consequently help in the decision making and the management of the projects. 
 
The thesis is composed of two parts. The first part identifies the theoretical framework of 
energy contract models focusing on the EPC, while a case study with Morastrand AB is 
subsequently presented. It is suggested one approach for the preliminary comparison of 
different renovation measures in EE projects, corresponding to the first step of the 
planning phase of an EPC. 
 
General recommendations and sensitive factors were identified and can assist Morastrand 
AB to effectively implement EE projects in the future. For orienting investments, the 
Lifecycle Cost Analysis (LCCA) is a method to study solutions under economic aspects 
and further it can be extended to the complete Lifecycle Assessment of the upcoming 
projects.  
 
The theoretical framework of the EPC is composed by identifying the projects, performing 
the technical analysis, determinizing the potential in energy savings, deepening the analysis 
with auditions, tendering the project, designing and executing the project, commissioning, 
operating and supporting the systems with constant monitoring and maintenance. 
 
The biggest challenge for the EPC in Sweden is the relation between the ESCOs and their 
clients. The figure of the facilitator could improve the results and balance the knowledge 
gap between the parts. 
 
The actors of these projects are the ESCO, the client, the facilitator and the financing part. 
In Sweden, very frequently the client finances the operation. There are a few models of 
contracting, and the most popular are guaranteed savings and shared savings. 
 
The thesis performed the LCCA of three options for window replacement in a building at 
the end of its lifespan. The results show that the trends in prices and interest rates are 
sensitive factors. In this case, the projects with higher initial investments were more 
profitable. Those solutions can shield the company against energy prices escalates and 
contribute to the green policies. 
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1 Introduction  

 Motivation and summary 

The research is relevant due to the emergency of energy efficiency policies to reduce 
carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions and energy consumption. The Energy Performance 
Contracting (EPC) is a model of business effective to promote those measures with a win-
win business situation. However, for successful results, there is the need to adopt the 
business model to the local the culture and context constrains. 
 
This thesis uses the study case as a method to evaluate and apply the theoretical 
framework of that model, identifying its faults, opportunities, and suggest some points to 
remodeling. 
 
The case selected is relevant as it was an extensive project, terminated prematurely. The 
case reveals aspects found in the literature as recurrent in the Swedish perspective, which is 
a boundary of this research. 
 
Most part of this work consists of a literature review that characterized the EPC business 
model. This understanding was the base to evaluate and propose the lifecycle cost analysis 
method, hence the energy efficiency (EE) practices can continually be executed by the 
company. 
 

 Background 

Sweden has a high energy demand due to its economy level1 and the rigorous low 
temperatures during the winter. According to the European Commission, the goal is to 
improve in 27 % the energy efficiency (EE) by 2030 [1]. Sweden is known for its strict 
environmental policies, and bold plans to lower to zero the net greenhouse gases emissions 
by 2050 [2]. This is a fertile field for developing EE projects, and promoting renovations 
on the existing building stock, especially from the decades of the 60s and 70s from the 
“Million homes Programme”.  
 
The municipalities hold a large number of building stocks in social housing and there are 
great opportunities in energy savings in this sphere: the sector consumes 40 % of the 
energy produced in the country [3]. The stocks are managed by public companies that 
should conduct their practices as private companies, towards the sustainability of the 
corporation. Therefore, it is important to designate the budget in a responsible manner. 
Investing in renovations involves uncertainties and the EPC is known as a way to reduce 
the risks.  
 
The EPC is a business model of a self-sustained project based on energy savings. The 
investments in physical structures return in energy savings instantly. However, some 
interventions are costlier and less profitable. Normally the EPC focuses on the safest 
technology with lower payback time, such as the replacement or the repair of equipment 
for energy production like boilers or heating systems, ventilation, and air 
conditioning (HVAC). Thus, even if the full potential for savings is not achieved, some 
improvements are possible to be completed [4]. 
 
The energy service companies (ESCOs) hold expertise in analyzing and defining strategies 
to offer energy savings in an efficient manner. These companies can take financial and 
operational risks according to the model of business adopted. Consequently, even if the 

                                                
1 According to the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) (2018), 
the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of Sweden is 48 853 US dollars per capita, almost 15 % above 
the GDP of the Euro area (19 countries) [54]. 
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client is financing the project, the savings guarantee by the ESCO provides the safety of 
the investment. 
 
There are a few factors that demotivated this type of contracting in the last years in 
Sweden, including the end of governmental incentives and subsidized programmes, the 
lack of trust of the clients on the ESCOs - especially due to the asymmetry of knowledge -
and the low number of options on the market.  
 
The data collected by Transparense National Partners [5] from 2015 shows the decrease of 
EPCs signed between 2011 and 2013. The International Energy Agency Demand-Side 
Management (IEADSM) report says that usually the EE results are satisfactory, but not 
the relation between client-ESCO [6, p. 9]. 
 
This whole picture motivated the revision of Energy Performance of Buildings Directive 
in April 2018, now on conclusion step by the Council of Ministers. According to the 
European Commission, around 75 % of the buildings are energy inefficient, and on 
average, only 0.4 % to 1.2 % of the stock is renovated each year2 [7]. 
 
The Directive intends to reinforce the route of zero emissions by 2050, and motivate the 
optimization, the technologies, and the strategies in buildings and infrastructure towards 
the sustainable development. The expectation is to accelerate renovation in buildings and 
encourage technical improvements that usually have short payback times. The directive ties 
public funding for renovations and energy performance certificates [7]. 
 
The European Fund for Strategic Investments, part of the Investment Plan for Europe, 
finances energy efficiency projects and renewable energy. It is equivalent to 21 % of 274 
billion euros. The European Regional Development Fund and the Cohesion Fund 
reinforce these policies with investments in order of 17 billion euro in energy efficiency 
over the period of 2014 to 2020. National public and private co-financing will complement 
this amount to 27 billion euros [7]. 
 
The "Smart Finance for Smart Buildings" programme from the European Union (EU) 
Commission initiative, encourages the use of public funds, making EE investments more 
attractive for stakeholders and project developers. This programme requires partnership 
with the European Investment Bank, the EU countries, the stakeholders, and the project 
developers [7]. 
 
The background reveals that there are plenty of opportunities for EE projects and, even if 
the prospect of some local programs deactivated, there are incentives from EU and an 
extensive market to be explored.  
 

 Aims & Objectives 

In this context, this thesis aims to identify the theoretical framework of EPC in the 
Swedish scenario and to spot a suitable model that relates energy efficiency measures and 
its results for this type of project. The methodology considers possible combinations for 
renovation, through the implementation of a capital investment analysis. There are two 
specific objectives as below: 
 
1) Identify the theoretical framework of EPC in Sweden through a comprehensive 

literature review and a case study of a Swedish public company with an ESCO. 
 

2) Develop a mock-up for a preliminary analysis of the capital investment and running 
costs of a renovation project for the first phase of an EPC in Sweden. Lifecycle cost 

                                                
2 EU general data, not specific about Sweden. 
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analysis (LCCA) helps the achievement of an optimal investment point for the 
interventions. LCC is a tool for decision making. 
 

The work was based on the incorporation with the Morastrand AB. The research expects 
to orientate the public-company by demonstrating sensitive points in energy efficiency 
projects. In this sense, to allow the risk assessment under the Swedish perspective, and 
consequently, support the decision making on the renovation projects. 
 

 Thesis structure 

The overall thesis is structured as follows, depicted in  
Figure 1.1:  

 
Figure 1.1 – Thesis structure 
 
Through the literature review, the Chapter 2 introduces the business model of the Energy 
Performance Contracting (EPC) with its definition and, in the Swedish context, the main 
characteristics, challenges, and housing, which is the boundary of the study. 
 
In Chapter 3, are presented the materials and methods. The chapter is divided between 
the overall research method and the bottom-up calculation model for preliminary analysis. 
In this last section, it is explained the methodology for the heat demand estimation by 
CASAnova software and the lifecycle costs tool. 
 
Chapter 4 presents the results and discussion of the thesis. It is presented the theoretical 
framework of EPC in Sweden, the actors, the Energy Efficiency contract models, the risks 
of the business model, the financing options, the description of the process, and the 
Morastrand AB case. As result, it is displayed the SWOT analysis of the company, a 
suggestion of an operation scheme, and the calculations result demonstrating the LCC 
tool. 
 
Finally, Chapter 5 encloses the conclusions of the thesis, listing the limitations of the 
study and the recommendations for future works. 
  

Literature 
Review

Materials & 
Methods

Results & 
Discussion Conclusions Appendices
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2 Literature Review 

In the 70s, on the context, of the oil crisis and worries about energy consumption the first 
EPC projects were developed. Due to the lack of trust in the services providers and the 
drop in the price of oil in the 80s [8, p. 20] the EPC were not popular in the next years. 
 
In Sweden, the increasing of the environmental concerns with the carbon (CO2) taxation, 
the decision of shutting down nuclear reactors, and the performance of the hydropower 
plants made the panorama, which demotivated the EPC. In the 2000s, the EPCs business 
model reappeared in a context of EU policies of lower emissions, and national incentives 
for EE improvements [9]. The EPC in Sweden started around the 90s and its popularity 
was never stable [10].  
 
The Energy Efficiency Directive 2012/27/EU, from the European Commission, 
established measures to achieve by 2020: the EE in 20 %. A whole set of policies for the 
EU were proposed, and in 2016, was defined a new target of 30 % of EE for 2030 [11]. 
 

 Energy Performance Contracting (EPC) 

2.1.1 Definition of EPC  

The EPC is a contract model for a self-funded project that aims to provide energy savings 
in an existing facility [8, p. 22]. It is classified as a performance contract as it includes the 
guarantee of performance [12] by the ESCO – it can be an amount of energy saved at 
determined pricing level, or in costs. Therefore, this object is aligned with the policies from 
the European Union (EU) to reduce emissions and represents an opportunity to review 
energy consumption and sources. 
 
The formal definition of EPC, according to the Directive 2012/27/EU [13], article 2, item 
27, quotes:  
 
“‘energy performance contracting’ means a contractual arrangement between the beneficiary and the provider 
of an energy efficiency improvement measure, verified and monitored during the whole term of the contract, 
where investments (work, supply or service) in that measure are paid for in relation to a contractually 
agreed level of energy efficiency improvement or other agreed energy performance criterion, such as financial 
savings;” 
 
The energy savings in existing buildings are determined by measurements made before the 
improvements (previous invoices). The baseline is defined by consumption before the 
renovations adjusted by calculations that can be complex. The adjustments consider the 
degree-days, occupancy, etc. [14].  
 
The formal definition of energy savings, according to the Directive 2012/27/EU [13], 
article 2, item 5, quotes:  
 
“’energy savings’ means an amount of saved energy determined by measuring and/or estimating 
consumption before and after implementation of an energy efficiency improvement measure, whilst ensuring 
normalization for external conditions that affect energy consumption”. 
 
The following Figure 2.1 represents a scheme of the EPC business model. The savings 
achieved with the renovations pay the energy service company (ESCO) and eventual loans.  
Before the project, there are costs that include the energy costs, maintenance, labor, etc. 
The total cost constitutes the baseline, which will be the reference for measuring the 
savings. After the project is implemented, the sum of energy costs will drop, but the 
ESCO need to be remunerated. Subsidies might lower the project costs. 
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Figure 2.1 – Business model scheme reproduction. Font: IEADSM TASK XVI [15] 
 
According to Basar, Bleyl, Androschin, and Schinnerl, [16] after the contract finishes, the 
client benefits entirely of them, as summarized on Figure 2.2. 
 

 
Figure 2.2 – Summary of the operation 
 
Once the improvements are made, the savings must cover the financing obligations. It is 
said as a low-risk contract because the savings are guaranteed [14].The risks can have 
different natures (discussed on 4.1.3 EPC risks).  
 
2.1.2 EPC characteristics in Sweden 

In Sweden, the EE policies are under the Ministry of Enterprise, Energy, and 
Communication and also the Ministry of the Environment. The Swedish Energy Agency 
(Energimyndigheten) is responsible for energy policy issues. According to the Energy Service 
Directive from 2006 (2006/32/EG), updated in 2012, Sweden developed a national EE 
Action Plan, that includes the EPC among the instruments for achieving the EE. The 
Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions (SALAR) also promotes EPC 
among the municipalities, county councils and regions [17]. 
 
Taxation is the economic tool to rule the climate and energy policies: energy tax (created to 
generate revenue from the consumer side), CO2 tax (created to reduce the climate change), 
emissions trading (emissions trading sectors have an 85 % deduction), electricity 
certificates and various time-limited investment programmes or grants. Housing and 
facilities sectors are motivated by grants to convert heating systems from oil to district 
heating, biofuels and geothermal heating [17].  
 

End of  the contract: client benefits of  the facilities running at lower 
consumption levels

ESCO charges for the management of  the operation 

EE measures reduce the energy consumption levels

Operation starts with full energy costs
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According to the EPC Nordic report, under the evaluation of 14 public projects from 
2007, the savings achieved variated considerably – the range was 17 % to 66 %. In 9 years 
(2005 - 2014), about 100 projects were hired, with contract length around 5 to 6 years, 
covering 120 000 m2 and the savings around 18 % [10]. The numbers reported by the 
European Energy Service Initiative (EESI) [17] found 22 % of energy end-use savings. 
 
EESI states the existence of 144 million m2 (2006) of public facilities in Sweden, with 
average energy use for heating of 133 kWh/m2/a. It is also reported that around 60 
municipalities (of 290) and 6 out of 20 county councils have developed EPC projects [17]. 
 
Considering the numbers above, there is a potential of 1200 projects and 3.8 billions of 
kWh in savings per year, considering 20 % of energy consumption reduction. 
 
Still according to the EPC Nordic report [10], usually the savings are credited to the client 
and the ESCO is paid in full for implementing the project. After that, the payment is done 
in monthly fees for the routine and it is linked with the performance in savings agreed with 
the baseline calculation. The client finances the projects with their own reserves or through 
loans, as the conditions are good for the public-sector. 
 
In Sweden, the ESCOs are organized under the Energi Effektiviserings Företagen (EEF) and 
the public contracts under the Swedish Public Procurement Act from 2008. The general 
procurement rules fit the EPC, but some experts classify it as complex methods [10]. 
 
The clients are actively involved in the selection of systems and suppliers in the 
implementation phase, and it is argued that because of this, the process is longer and 
requires more resources. This also might reduce the autonomy of the ESCO when it 
comes to decisions to achieve the savings promised [10]. 
 
2.1.3 EPC challenges in Sweden 

According to the EPC Nordic Countries report, at the moment, there are no governmental 
programmes supporting financially the EPCs [10]. The Swedish governmental subside for 
green and EE investments, such as ÖFFRT (2005-2009) or KLIMP (finished in 2008) 
were discontinued, and this ended up demotivating the EPC [18, p. 22]. In 2009, an EPC 
procurement issue in Stockholm daunts the demand for this business model. 
 
Transparence reports that the main obstacles to the EPCs were, in their words, regulatory 
and structural [19]. Are listed as barriers the complexity of the concept the lack of trust or 
transparency between the actors, and the bureaucracy involved. Studies reports problems 
in the specifications of contracts as major causes of disputes [20], [8]. Furthermore, the 
volume of investments and the long contract duration increase the risks.  
 
The lack of ESCO and facilitator providers in the market seems to be connected to the 
lack of demand. The low demand is in part consequence of the skepticism of the clients, 
and their inexperience on this topic. Training, though, can have two sides: the companies, 
once they get knowledge, can substitute the ESCO and continue with the project by 
themselves. 
 
Basar, Morino sustains that the long and strict contracts require a lot from the relation 
ESCO-client. Ezgi Basar adds a relevant aspect of the Scandinavian culture related to the 
moral duty of profitable companies towards the EE measures. According to Basar, Morino 
exemplifies that is not well seen achieve profit from energy savings of other company. [16, 
pp. 14, 15] 
 
There are also specific preferences that can determinate the selection of the projects, such 
as an acceptable payback time, or the political decisions that, for instance, define a ceiling 
for the payback time for the investments of the municipalities [17].  
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 Housing in Sweden 

It is also important to have a comprehensive view of housing in Sweden where the EPC 
can be applied. After almost 50 years of the large plan of housing construction named 
“Million Homes Programme” (1965 – 1975), the renovations of the buildings and the 
change in the behavior of the people are a great opportunity and a step towards the 
Swedish goals for sustainability. 
 
According to the Swedish Association of Public Housing Companies (SABO), almost 20 
% of the Swedish total housing stock corresponds to public housing. This represents 50 % 
of the rental sector with around 800 000 dwellings [21]. The literature [22] points to basic 
conditions that should be met in order to make an EPC feasible as listed in Figure 2.3.  
 

 
Figure 2.3 – Basic conditions for performing EE (recommended) 
 
In Sweden, an important part of the housing stock is owned by the municipalities. The 
Figure 2.4 below was obtained from the Swedish Energy Agency [3] and shows the 
evolution of final energy consumption by sector. The public housing is part of the welfare 
society and it is a strategic sector to cover when it comes to increasing the energy 
efficiency. 
 

 
Figure 2.4 – Total final energy use, by sector, from 1970 (TWh). Around 40 % of energy usage is 
residential and services. Font: Energimyndigheten och SCB 
 
The residential and services sector sustains itself in a 40 % baseline in consumption 
throughout years. It is possible to notice a slight drop to 36 % around 2007, while the 
historical peaks were in the 70s and 80s (around 44 % consumption). From this 40 % 
consumption, data from 1988 to 2016 reveals that around 60 % of the energy is used in 
households.  
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The final usage of energy in the residential and services sector by energy carrier [3], reveals 
the increase of use of district heating through the years, which points that relevant part of 
the energy in this sector is consumed for heating the dwellings. In 2016, 32 % of the final 
energy use was for district heating, and 50 % for electricity. Electricity for heating can be 
seen in the Figure 2.5. These data indicate why in this sector has a great energy savings 
potential by renovating and improving the energy efficiency. Until the beginning of the 
80s, important part of the energy was obtained from oil products. After this period, there 
was an increase in electricity. 
 

 
Figure 2.5 – Electricity use in the residential and services sector, from 1970, (TWh). Font: 
Energimyndigheten och SCB 
 
The public housing companies are governed by the municipal councils but should run as a 
private company. Their decisions should be taken in a long-term perspective, considering 
their sustainability, and also regarding ethical and social principles. The statement of those 
companies determinate that the rentals should be available under competitive standards, in 
good technical and architectural qualities, and offered in variety to all people [23]. 
 
In terms of energy consumption, according to Wargert, data from the Energimyndigheten 
shows that, in comparison to new houses, the buildings from 50 years ago consume 
around 30 % to 50 % kWh more per square meter [8, p. 57] than the nowadays standards. 
 
As a result, there is a strong need and an opportunity to apply the EPC model in the 
Swedish housing sector. Under the same optics, lies the importance to establish the 
theoretical framework of EPC for the local stakeholders as there are specificities of the 
culture, and local constraints related to legislation and economic reality. In the near future, 
this will bring forward more benefits related to the social, environmental, economic factors 
that are the base of the sustainability values. 
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3 Materials and Methods 

 Overall research method 

To reach the most critical aspects of the business model, this work was initiated with a 
research of papers, thesis, governmental reports, directives, frameworks, manuals, and 
guides about the EPC and other energy efficiency project contracts.  
 
This understanding raised the most susceptible points where the company can face 
problems and assist in how they could plan their future actions. The study case of a 
company in Sweden was evaluated based on this comprehensive literature review, which is 
the scenario of the thesis.  
 
Questions that emerged from the literature review were previously formulated to 
Morastrand AB. Nevertheless, during the second meeting, it was established a dialogue, 
and the company shared their experience and results in step by step. 
 
From the meetings, it was possible to understand their expectations, and which 
competencies were developed during the EPC process. As results of the literature review 
and the meetings, a guidance for the operations and SWOT analysis are presented.  
 
Uncovered the framework, the faults in the process, and the company expectations, it was 
suggested a calculation method for the preliminary analysis of projects. 
 

 Bottom-up calculation model for preliminary analysis 

Investments are related to interest and inflation rates that can be estimated by data trends 
and sensitivity analysis. The initial idea of this thesis was to develop a simulation model of 
risk analysis with the Monte Carlo method for the “what if” situations once different 
interventions could be simulated at the same time.  
 
However, it was identified that it would be more profitable to define a method for the 
decision making in the preliminary analysis for the investments on the extensive 
Morastrand AB building portfolio. 
 
Based on the LCC methodology, this thesis selected one of the most common renovation 
measures: energy-efficient windows replacement for calculation as follows on Figure 3.1. 
The purpose is to demonstrate the theoretical mode in analysis of potential returns for 
decision making before starting an EPC project. The lower LCC can be considered the 
most appropriate under the economic view. 

 
Figure 3.1 – Cases tested with CASAnova as sample 
 
The simulation on CASAnova was performed with the current presumed characteristics, the 
same geometry features, windows as described by the company, and the space heating 
demand. The report can be found on the Appendix C. Below sections describes the detailed 
process of the simulation. 
 
3.2.1 Heat demand estimation by CASAnova software 

There are a few possible approaches for a preliminary evaluation as shown in Figure 3.2: 

case 1
• all facades with 

double-glazed

case 2
• all facades with triple-

glazed 

case 3 (current)
• south facade triple-

glazed
• other facades with 

double-glazed 
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Figure 3.2 – It is possible to investigate potential savings in different scales 
 
Due to the context of this thesis, it was selected one building as sample, suggested by 
Morastrand AB. It is a four-story building located near the train station, named Curry, as in 
Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4. It was reported that there are investors interested in buying the 
property, but Morastrand AB is not willing to sell it. Lifecycle costs evaluation for 
refurbishing the building can be a tool to aid in this type of decision also. 
 

 
Figure 3.3 – In the figure, the Curry building (highlighted) located near the Mora train station, at 
Vasagatan 14, Mora, coordinates 61° N, 14° E. Image from Google Maps, 2018 
 

 
Figure 3.4 – Picture taken on 25th April 2018 by the author. South facade 
 
The Morastrand AB preferences were pinpointed through meetings. It is intended to 
demonstrate that lifecycle costs of EE interventions can be assessed by the LCC tool. This 
can motivate the company to explore different design combinations and reach their 
potential of energy savings. For demonstration, it was chosen the replacement of windows.  
 
Windows are a sensitive element in impact on the energy efficiency of a building. It is a 
component with high thermal-transmittance coefficient, and delicate execution: several 
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pieces, joints, etc. Also, it is through the windows that the building is exposed to most of 
the solar gains, so it is important to consider the window solar factor (g-value). Lower g-
values are effective in preventing overheating during the summer [24]. 
 
The project dates from 1959, and according to the Morastrand website3 it was built in 
1961. The drawings are available in Appendix A. According to Morastrand AB, the 
windows were replaced in the mid-80s: the south facade, towards the train line, has triple-
glazed panels, while the rest of the openings have double-glazed panels. There are 18 
residential apartments (some with balconies, as can be seen in Figure 3.5), offices on the 
ground floor and a basement. The building has no elevator.  
 

 
Figure 3.5 – Residential story (first and second levels) with five apartment solutions 
 
The data was obtained from the drawings in PDF, which were scaled on the AutoCAD 
2015, and measured from the inner dimensions. The numbers were rounded for 10 % as 
inner walls were considered in the sum. The areas are presented on the Table 3.1. 
 
Table 3.1 – Areas calculated on AutoCAD 2015 

Story Atemp (m²) Height (m) Perimeter (m) 
Basement 570.3 2.1 119.3 
Ground 570.3 2.4 119.3 
1st floor 558.4 2.2 127.3 
2nd floor 558.4 2.2 127.3 
Total 2 257.2 9.0 493.3 

As there is no precise technical information about the existing elements, some assumptions 
were made for modelling a building with the similar geometry and energy performance.  
 
The facility has 2 257.2 m2 of heated area approximately. The total heated area (Atemp in m2) 
excludes garages and balconies, defined as:  
 
“The area enclosed by the inside of the building envelope of all storyes including cellars and attics for 
temperature-controlled spaces, intended to be heated to more than 10 ºC,. The area occupied by interior 
walls, openings for stairs, shafts, etc., are included. The area for garages, within residential buildings or 
other building premises other than garages, are not included.” [25, p. 141]. 
 
The system boundaries consider the facility lifecycle for 50 years [26, p. 17]. For this 
calculation, the windows replacement simulation has the following features: 
 

 
 
It was considered 10 % of frame area and same U-value for both windows and frames. 

                                                
3 http://www.morastrand.se/bostadsomraden/centrum/curry/ 

Double-glazed windows

• U-value of  2.8 W/(m²K)
• g-value of  0.70

Triple-glazed windows

• U-value of  1.0 W/(m²K)
• g-value of  0.60
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According the drawings, the windows have the following characteristics (Table 3.2). The 
approximate window area of the building sums 256.7 m2. The area towards to the south 
equals 150.89 m2.  
 
Table 3.2 – Windows measured in m² with AutoCAD 2015 and drawings provided by Morastrand AB 

Windows 
orientation 

Basement (m²) Ground (m²) 1 floor (m²) 2 floor (m²) Totals (m²) 

North 5.77 40.82 22.23 22.23 91.06 
South 7.05 47.23 48.30 48.30 150.89 
East 0.64  2.43 2.43 5.50 
West  3.69 2.78 2.78 9.26 

 
The space heating at Curry is provided by district heating, with separate bills from the 
common area electricity energy. Each apartment unit pays for their household electricity 
separately. The energy for heating is comprised in the rent. The setup temperature adopted 
is 21 °C according Morastrand AB data.  
 
According to the data provided by Morastrand AB, the total consumption of the space 
heating space in 2017 was 202 838 kWh. The complete data log can be found on 
Table B.1. The numbers in space heat consumption varied during the last 6 years in a 
range of 2 % to 7 %.  
 
Considering the outer dimensions of the building (56.12 m and 12.20 m), and subtracted 
10 %, the last year consumption was 82.29 kWh/m2, only for space heating. It is also 
relevant to mention that 2017 was the year with the lower consumption of space heating 
from all data log. 
 
The simulation model was developed aiming the real consumption level, with the 
construction characteristics used for buildings from that period (70s) [27], as shown in the 
Figure 3.6.  
 
The characteristics of buildings from this period varies consistently. Some examples can be 
found at [28]. For instance, the U-values of the facades of buildings from the 60s and 70s 
shown in this thesis ( [28]) varies from 1.28 W/(m²·K) to 0.27 W/(m²	·	K). Hence, for this 
model, it was used the reference adopted during the course lectures [27]. 
 

 
Figure 3.6 – Inputs used in the simulation 
 
The ventilation rate refers to [28]. The system selected was district heating. The unknown 
inputs were kept as the software default, achieving the same order of consumption.  
 
The difference in energy savings occurs due the increase or decrease in heat losses and 
gains. Losses caused by material transmission basically follows the equation: 
 
#	(%/	') = * − ,-./0	(% 12 · '⁄ ) × 5	(12)  Equation 3.1 

 
Considering the difference between the inside setup temperature and the outside average 
temperature it is possible to estimate the heat losses during the year.  
 
#	678-.	(9%ℎ · -) = 0.001 × 	#	 × 	(6°?08/@ − 6°-1A) × 24	ℎ × 365	G  Equation 3.2 

 

walls

•U-value 0.32 W/(m² · K)

roof

•U-value 0.15 W/(m² · K)

slab

•U-value 0.18 W/(m² · K)
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Windows impacts on the heat gains during the year. The difference in solar transmittance 
between the two solutions represents reduce in heat demand in the heat season and 
overheating during the summer. The solar gains (q) can be calculated by the equation: 
 

H = 5	IJKG7ILMNOP	(12) × 		?7.-Q	Q-GJ-8J7K	 R
9%ℎ
12 · -

S × 	T − ,-./0  Equation 3.3 

 
For the heat demand simulation, the inputs were provided by Morastrand AB and it was 
used the software CASAnova. CASAnova is an educational tool developed by the 
Universität Siegen (Germany), that estimate the energy performance of buildings in 
different climates. It is not as complex and complete as Transient System Simulation Tool 
(Trnsys) or IDA Indoor Climate and Energy (ICE), but can be used for preliminary 
studies.  
 
The inputs are the geometry of the building, location, number of stories, area of windows, 
different transmittance materials, ventilation rates, and so on. The outputs are the heat 
balances, thermal mass, overheating hours, etc. 
 
From the existing building geometry assessed in the drawings, its heat demand reported on 
the tables (see 
Table B.1, p.47) provided by the company, and the standard characteristics found in 
literature, a base case was defined and modified for the study aimed. The adaptations were 
made in order to validate the results obtained through CASAnova. 
 
The overall internal gains can be seen on Table 3.3. The distinction of occupancy patterns 
has impacts on the solutions that could be done. The inputs for internal gains were 
calculated with data reference found at [29] with 5 W/m2 for the calculation of annual 
electricity use.  
 
The climatic database used was from Stockholm, which is in the available database closest 
in distance from Mora. 
 
Table 3.3 – Internal gains calculated 
Internal gains Values Units Reference 
Occupants 54 (residence) 

20 (commercial) 
un estimative according 

layout 
Presence per day 50 % (residence) 

33 % (commercial) 
h estimative according 

use 
Heat gain per person 72 W [29] 
Annual electricity use for 
household appliances 

98 867 kWh [29] 

Internal gains 13 230 W calculated 
 
3.2.2 Lifecycle costs 

Through LCC, it is possible to evaluate which solution has the best relation of investment 
and performance considering the initial costs, installation and discounting costs with 
maintenance, energy, operation, inflation, interest, etc. The LCC method uses the rate of 
return determinate by the company as the discount rate, bringing all future costs to 
present-value [30]. 
 
Lifecycle costs analysis can support Morastrand AB to determinate the most suitable 
solution for each project, and how the combination of different elements might behave in 
performance and costs.  The calculations are based on the material developed by the 
lecturer Marcus Gustafsson Ph.D., for the course BY3019, Lifecycle Assessment and Cost 
Analysis, at Dalarna University, in the first term of 2018.  
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The Life-cycle Costing Manual for the Federal Energy Management Program [30] defines 
Lifecycle Cost Analysis (LCCA) as an economic method for decision making that 
considers all investments, running costs, etc. It is a method recommended for evaluation 
of the design solution when performance requirements are established, with several 
different inputs. 
 
The lifecycle costs are calculated by the sum of the initial investment, the replacement 
costs (in present-value), the energy costs (in present-value), the operation, maintenance, 
and repair costs (in present-value) subtracted the residual value (also in present-value). The 
equation for building related projects [30, pp. 5-3] is: 
 
UVV = W + Y0@. − Y0? + Z + [\&Y  Equation 3.4 

 
Where: 
 
LCC = Total lifecycle cost in present-value (currency in SEK, for this work)  
I = Initial investment costs (currency in SEK) 
Repl = Capital present-value of replacement costs (currency in SEK) 
Res = Capital present-value of residual excluded the disposal costs (currency in SEK) 
E = Present-value of the energy costs (currency in SEK) 
OM&R = Present value of non-fuel related costs for operation, maintenance, and 
repairing (currency in SEK) 
 
For the analysis, it was used the Swedish National Bank (Sveriges Riksbank) target of 
inflation determinate as 2 % [31]. The Kommunplan for Mora for 2018 [32] reports that 
loans concede in a fixate rate of 2.41 %, so it can be used as nominal discount rate for the 
renovation project. The value was rounded to 3.0 % as annual real rate of interest can vary. 
 
The District heating prices increases in a rate about 2.5 % according to the Swedish 
Statistics Central Bureau (SCB). The tendency can be found in the Figure 3.7 below, and it 
is possible to see that the energy prices varies according the season, achieving the lowest 
levels during the summer. 
 

 
Figure 3.7 – District heating prices for multi-dwelling buildings (incl. Value Added Tax), January 1996 
to March 2017, mean values, SEK/MWh, extracted from the report “Statens energimyndighet (STEM) 
och SCB” [33] 
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The economic parameters adopted for the calculation can be found on Table 3.4, below. It 
was used the district heating rates, as the space energy refers to heating. 
 
Table 3.4 – Economic parameters for calculations 
Economic parameters Label Data Unit Source 
Reference period of study RPS 50 a [26] 
Inflation rate I 2.00 % /a [31] 
Nominal discount rate D 3.00 % /a [23] 
Real discount rate (Repo rate) d 0.98 % /a calculated 
Nominal escalation rate, DH E,DH 2.50 % 

 
[34] 

Real escalation rate, DH e,DH 0.49 % 
 

calculated 
Uniform present value factor UPV,DH 44.27 

 
calculated 

 
The real discount rate (d) was obtained by the equation: 
 
d = [(1 + `)/(1 + W)] − 1  Equation 3.5 

 
Where: 
 
I= inflation rate 
D= nominal discount rate 
RPS= reference period of study 
 
The uniform present-value factor modified for price escalation (UPV), was obtained from 
the equation: 
 

*bc = R
1 + 0
G − 0

S + d1 − R
1 + 0
1 + G

S
efL

g 
 Equation 3.6 

 
Where: 
 
E = real escalation rate (in this case, district heating electricity) 
d = real discount rate 
RPS= reference period of study 
 
The Manual references that energy conservation plans are suitable for this methodology 
due to the number of variables that need to be compared and the evaluation of the 
feasibility of the projects in a long-time frame [30]. In the housing company, this is an 
important aspect of the dwellings are their assets. The Manual [30] highlights that the 
method is more appropriate than the simple payback time, as it ignores the value of the 
money over time and evaluates only when the project will pay itself and not the actual 
returns. 
 
The real escalation rate e,DH is calculated by the equation: 
 

0 = R
1 + Z
1 + W

S − 1  Equation 3.7 

 
Where: 
 
E = nominal escalation rate (in this case, district heating electricity) 
I = inflation rate 
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Energy efficiency projects aims to reduce energy consumption. This reduction in costs 
during the lifespan shows in the difference of the LCC options [30]. The real savings, once 
the building is a real case, could be assessed by the comparison of performance before and 
after the retrofit, and in this manner, the simulation models can be calibrated. 
 
The prices of the windows used for were obtained from a windows retailer. Prices changes 
according design, type of opening, window treatment as coating, for instance. The 
company must simulate the costs according their preferences. 
 
Table 3.5 – Windows prices in Swedish Kronor (SEK) 
Windows 2-pane 3-pane Unit 

 

Investment cost 590 990 SEK/m2 [35] 
Installation cost 2 360 3 960 SEK/m2 [34] 
Lifespan 25 25 a [34] 

 
The installation equals 400% the investment costs [34], and it was not linked to the labor 
prices escalate, the present-value calculation considers the nominal interest rate. 
 
The energy prices in Mora were provided by Morastrand AB and follows on Table 3.6. 
 
Table 3.6 – Energy prices and consumption 
Energy costs (2018) 

 
Unit Source 

Electricity 0.4632 SEK/kWh Appendix B 
DH 0.4512 SEK/kWh Appendix B 
Building energy use 

   

Average (2012-2017) 
   

DH 211 264.17 kWh/a Appendix B 
Electricity 55 577 kWh/a Appendix B 

 
The net savings (NS), the savings-to-investment ratio (SIR), and the adjusted internal rate 
of return (AIRR) are economic metrics suitable to the LCC. For this case, the most 
appropriate is NS, as SIR and AIRR are preferably suitable to rank independent projects 
[30].  
 
The equation for Net Savings (NS) in building projects is [30]: 
 
hi = (∆Z + ∆[\&Y) − (∆W + ∆Y0@. − ∆Y0?)  Equation 3.8 

 
Where: 
 
NS = Net savings 
Ecase2-Ecase1 = Savings in energy costs 
OM&Rcase2-OM&Rcase1 = Savings in operations, maintenance and repairs 
Icase2-Icase1 = Additional investment cost 
Replcase2-Replcase1 = Additional replacement costs 
Rescase2-Rescase1 = Additional residual values 
 
The detailed results of the calculation in three cases for preliminary decision making will be 
presented and discussed in 4.4 Calculation results for preliminary analysis. 
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4 Results and Discussion 

The literature and experiences display energy performance contracting as a solution for 
outsourcing the risks in EE projects. Morastrand AB has the intention of developing those 
projects under the framework of an EPC. The company is satisfied with the savings results 
from their EPC in 2011, although did not imputed the added value in the ESCO services 
after implementing the project. 
 
4.1 Theoretical framework of EPC in Sweden 

4.1.1 EPC actors 

The main actors of the EPCs are the energy service company (ESCO), the client, the 
facilitator, and third-party financing (TPF).  
 
The ESCO is a company that provides energy services, but not all ESCOs develop EPC. 
When it comes to energy efficiency projects, the ESCO can be responsible for the stock 
inventory audits, evaluation of the energy savings potential, design of strategies, and 
implementation of measures to achieve and overcome these reductions. [10, p. 12] [36]. 
ESCOs can also take the financial risks of the project, depending of the model of the 
contract, as it will be described in 4.1.2 Energy efficiency contract models. 
 
In Sweden, according to Transparense4 [37], there are eight ESCOs in activity: Caverion 
(previous YIT AB), Dalkia, Kraftringen, Mälarenergi, Rejlers, Honeywell, Schneider 
Electrics, and Siemens. The European Energy Service Initiative (EESI) [17] classifies 
Schneider Electrics (formerly TAC Energy Solutions), Siemens Building Technology, and 
Caverion as the larger ones. Those are global companies with an extensive portfolio and 
expertise in several divisions, such as energy, industry, facilities, and healthcare.  
 
The client is very often the public-sector. The literature refers this in order of 80 % to 90 
%. In Sweden, the public-sector owns a large part of building stock and finances the 
projects most of the times [10, p. 29]. 
 
The EPC project facilitator is a consultant that can support the client on the very 
beginning of the project until its end [10, p. 13]. The facilitator can act as a mediator and 
neutral party that could solve disputes and even the asymmetry of knowledge between the 
client and the ESCO.  
 
Transparense reports good feedback from projects where there is such an actor, especially 
due to the complexity of the process and the baseline definition [19]. It is recommended to 
rely on this consultant since the first steps of the EPC [10]. 
 
The typical tasks of the facilitator are in the development phase of the project with a 
preliminary analysis of financial and technical aspects, supporting the client on the 
decisions, and providing education concerning EPC [38]. There is a great effort to 
popularize this actor as the key to a successful project – several training programs, 
recommendation, and manuals are available to qualify professionals in this field.  
 
The third-party financing is an option to gather resources to invest in EE projects. It can 
be a source of loans both from the ESCO or for the client. Interest rates vary according to 
the risks the debtor represents, and the warranties provided. For contract third-party 
financing, it should be evaluated the cost of the own resources, in comparison with the 

                                                
4 Transparense is an EU project that aims to increase the trust in EE contracts by developing a 
Code of Conduct that should be implemented thought all the signatory countries with some 
adjustments, for instance [19].  
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cost of loaning and also the fact that the financial risk of the operation is outsourced once 
it is contracted. The role of this actor will be better described on 4.1.3 EPC risks. 
 
4.1.2 Energy efficiency contract models 

There are a few modalities of EE contracts, the method of sharing the savings, and the 
risks involved can vary between them. The Transparense Manual [14] affirms that the two 
most popular modalities of EPC are guarantee savings and shared savings. In Sweden, the 
guaranteed savings and a two-step model (explained on 4.1.5 EPC process) can be found 
more frequently [39] in contracts of average 10-12 years-long. 
 
On guaranteed savings, the level of energy savings is guaranteed by the ESCO. The 
contract delivers the execution and operation to the ESCO responsibilities, protecting the 
client from performance risks.  

 
In case of lower performance, the ESCO should compensate the client. The calculation is 
agreed in the contract, which usually considers nominal prices. The normal practice is to 
split surpluses equally between the ESCO and the client [14]. 

 
As the ESCO takes the performance risk, it is common that the client takes the credit risk 
[40] covered by the guaranteed savings to carry out the bank loans. 

 
On shared savings, the costs of the energy-saving measures are not comprised in the 
contract. The client and the ESCO agree on splitting the savings (in cost of energy) as 
defined in the contract. As there is some operational risk for the client, normally in this 
model, the ESCO takes the financial risks of the project [14].  
 
This sort of contract is an advantage for the client as it receives the benefits immediately, 
without mobilizing its resources [8] and the ESCO offers the service of financing the 
project [40]. Accepting such financial risks is more suitable for solid companies, and not 
for newcomers. [40]. 

 
The European Energy Service Initiative (EESI) [41] classifies the EPC as Advanced EPC, 
to target new groups of clients. The Advanced EPC is grouped according to the nature of 
the intervention: 
 
• EPC Plus involves deep physical interventions on the facilities, such as insulation on 

the envelope, windows replacement, etc.  
 
This type of contract is suitable for the moment of the renovation of buildings of the 
60s and 70s. Another point to highlight is that the payback time of these interventions 
is longer, but it requires low maintenance and zero energy run.  
 

• The EPC Light focuses on EE optimization and management of the installed 
equipment, with almost no investment.  
 
An advantage of this contract model is that the contracts can be shorter as the payback 
time is reduced.  

 
• The Green EPC emphasizes the greenhouse gas reductions through the energy 

management of the primary sources. 
 
The facility management is not a performance contract, but it is related to the operation 
of the building itself, such as automation, cleaning, etc. The companies providing these 
services can offer solutions in energy savings as well [8]. The Invent Baltics OÜ [39] states 
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that some of these companies are starting to offer EPC, but the results were not 
satisfactory due to the lack of experience and qualified staff. 
 
These models described are at the end line energy customers. The integrated energy 
contracting (IEC), on the other hand, comprises both demand and supply-side measures. 
[42]. This model is not very popular, even if it can increase the savings working in the 
performance in the two ends. The Invent Baltics OÜ [39] reports that in Sweden, the 
tendency is to focus on demand or supply. Good opportunities lie on the heat produced 
by industries that can be used for the district heating systems.  
 
The energy supply contracting (ESC) manages improvements on the supply-side of the 
energy consumption chain. The payments normally are agreed in a fixed part and the 
operational and fuel are adjusted according the fluctuation in the prices [18]. One 
important aspect raised by Wargert is that the extension of the use of district heating in 
Sweden (50 % of the delivered energy for residential and non-industrial heating [17]) 
makes this sort of contract less attractive for a business model [8].  
 
According to the market study developed by the Invent Baltics OÜ [39], this contract is 
known as “färdig värme” is more popular among the industrial sector or where the district 
heating is more expensive. The report also affirms that some ESCOs are starting to offer 
these services for residential areas, which is less risky as the facilities lifespan is longer. 
 
On integrated solutions [16] or chauffage (derived from “contract d’exploitation de 
chauffage’’) [4], a desired indoor quality rules the contract, is referred in the literature as 
comfort contracting [39]. The ESCO is contracted by a unit price of energy and is in 
charge of delivering a specific service or set of services, such as a setup indoor 
temperature.  
 
The ESCO calculates the present-value to provide the service at the established baseline 
and offers some deduction for the client, usually 5 to 10 % [40]. The ESCO takes care of 
reducing the costs, so the operation can be profitable [8, p. 3], making this model highly 
motivating for very efficient upgrades. Traditionally, these contracts have long durations, 
from 20 to 30 years, and the benefits for the customer starts immediately, with an 
improved service and lower bills [40]. Under the same model, some services in 
maintenance and operation are offered, but without focusing on improving the EE. 
 
Operation Performance Contracting is another sort of performance contract not too 
present in the literature. The Return on Investment is based on the operational efficiency 
measures [43]. 
 
Another business for energy services (not specifically EPC) in evidence for combined heat 
and power projects is the Build-Own-Operate-Transfer (BOOT). In this model, the 
ESCO provides the operating facilities tailored for the client and, after a period (usually 
long contract), it transfers the ownership to the client [40]. 
 
4.1.3 EPC risks 

Energy efficiency projects comprise mainly financial and performance risks. In each 
contract model, the actors may accept them differently. 
 
The external economic risks might rise such as changes in indexes, laws, and taxes [14]. 
The volatility of fuel prices (primary sources), labor and material may cause the increase of 
the interest rates [44].  
 
The financial risk incurs in not fulfilling the payment commitment if the savings do not 
reach the plateau expected [44]. Contracting loans or using own capital should consider the 
payback time of the project, the expected returns on the investments, and the economic 
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indexes. Each finance source has a different cost, and for maximizing the return, this 
factor should be evaluated. There are three most common sources of funds: the client, the 
ESCO, or a third-party. The solution depends on the size of the project or the reputation 
of the credit taker, for example. Municipalities have good transit in acquiring bank loans 
[14]. 
 
During the implementation, the main challenges include following the feasibility, defining 
the correct baseline, installing the equipment properly (also dimensioning it) and operating 
them with the expected performance.  The performance risks involve the system 
designed, due to poor information on the object of the contract, and installation problems, 
due to specification or delays due to external factors, such as abnormal weather, permits, 
etc. [44]. 
 
The operational risks refer to poor maintenance, malfunctioning of equipment, bad 
execution, changes on the use and occupation of the facility, and to the control of the 
installation with measurement problems - imprecise, or insufficient data [44]. 
 
Some uncertainties are typical of the nature of the energy savings schemes, for example: 
wrong investment cost estimate; wrong baseline; bad performance of the installation; 
incorrect operation and/or maintenance, changes in energy prices, legislation, regulation, 
and/or taxation; changes in the use of the facilities (use and occupation).  
 
The literature refers to the EPC as a method to outsource the risks of the EE project to 
the ESCO. The following  
Figure 4.1 lists all the steps where risks can be found, and it is based on the “Facilitators 
Guideline for Energy Performance Contracting” guide. 
 
In an EPC, the ESCOs can accept the risks of the projects according to the project model 
selected. Its remuneration follows the risks taken. The report “Facilitators Guideline for 
Energy Performance Contracting” underlines an important aspect of the project that is 
dealing only with one company instead of coordinating different services providers. 
 
Sometimes it is problematic to define who to address when something does not run as 
expected in a complex project full of interfaces [38]. The  
Figure 4.1, shows the risks taken by an ESCO in an EPC.  
 

 
 
Figure 4.1 – ESCOs risks [45, p. 20] EPC as one interface project with the performance guarantee: 
outsourcing operations, financial and commercial risks 

Financing (own or TPF): default if  savings are under expected

Technical design of  operation: lack of  information, wrong 
solutions and sizing, poor performance

Execution & comissioning: delays on the schedule (labor, 
material, permits, etc.)

Fuel and power aquisition: economic risk, prices fluctuation

M&V: early degradation, improper operation, breakdowns, 
changes on consumption poor data, modeling faults
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As the ESCO is responsible for monitoring and controlling the consumption, assuring the 
EE improvements until the end of the contract, it avoids the rebound effect [38, p. 23]. 
 
4.1.4 EPC financing 

Energy efficiency projects are a different sort of investment as they avoid future expenses 
and not producing direct profits. Hence, the intangible savings with the ESCO guarantee 
becomes a positive cash-flow. The expertise of the ESCO assured by the tender 
specifications, helps to mitigate the performance risks, that might occur since the design 
phase until the operation during its lifespan [4].  The options for financing the project are 
presented on the  
Figure 4.2  
 

 
Figure 4.2 – Financing alternatives 
 
According to the European Energy Service Initiative (EESI) [17], in Sweden, most of the 
clients of the public-sector contracts bank loans to finance the EPC, which was not the 
case of the Morastrand AB. 
 
If the energy prices are not high enough for the savings cover the debt obligation, it is 
possible to charge the ameliorations done in the building as they increase the value of the 
property [4]. This is a delicate aspect of the renovation plans, as they might cause a 
gentrification process, incurring in a social issue.  
 
The Swedish electricity market was deregulated at the end of the 90s and the sector is 
relatively competitive as it is integrated into the Nordic electricity market. In Sweden, the 
electricity prices are under the EU15 average (retail and industrial users) [17]. 
 
A noteworthy aspect of the energy savings is that debt service is considered an operational 
expense instead of capital obligation. By staying out of the balance sheet, it does not affect 

                                                
5 According to the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) glossary 
the EU15 corresponds to: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, 
Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom. 
https://stats.oecd.org/glossary/detail.asp?ID=6805 
 

ESCO finances

• own resources
• loan
• leasing the equipment
• according to the European Energy Efficiency Platform (E3P), it is not common 

using equity for financing because it constrains the execution of  projects [46]

Client finances backed-up by the guarantee savings provided by the ESCO

• own capital
• bank loans

Third-party financing (TPF)

• institution can assess directly the rights of  the energy savings or charge interest from 
the equipment

• for large ESCO companies, the cost of  its capital is often higher than assuming a 
third-party financing, which also reduces the ESCO risk
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the capacity of contracting credit [46]. In this sense, TPF allows the client to allocate their 
investments on its core business. 
 
To be considered that the climate, the labor prices, the energy prices, material prices etc. 
varies considerably between countries. In Sweden the potential of savings is large, at the 
same time as the investments are heavy, prolonging the payback time [4] of the projects. 
 
4.1.5 EPC process 

The motivation of the project comes from identifying the potential of energy savings in a 
single or stock of buildings - sometimes the EPC in one unit is not economically feasible 
while grouping them makes the project reasonable [4]. Grouping the facilities should be 
followed by risks analysis to evaluate critical factors that might impact the project [47]. 
 
To start a project from a large building stock, it can be identified: 

 
The end of the lifecycle of the constructions from the 60s and 70s is a great opportunity to 
carry EE projects. However, those interventions are expensive and, when it comes to 
housing (especially social housing), it is not possible to increase the revenue to face the 
heavy investments in refurbishments, even if the tenants will benefit from the retrofit [4]. 
The Union of Tenants (Hyresgästföreningen) negotiates the rents with the housing company. 
 
From that point, a viability study explores the best solutions for EE, which is normally 
done by the facilitator or ESCOs. After the feasibility evaluation of the technical solutions, 
the decision to perform an EPC is made.  
 
The decision is followed by an analysis of the documents and it is recommendable a 
preliminary audit. If the audit is carried during the bidding process, it can cause delays and 
increase the costs of the procedures. The technical diagnosis can be done through site 
visits, photographic reports, plans and documents of previous interventions, etc. If the site 
is visited by the tenderers, it is important to ensure confidentiality. It is important to clarify 
the regulations and permits necessary to execute the project [4]. 
 
Wargert [8] explains the differences between the one-step model and the two-steps 
model according the following list:  
 

 

Buildings with the worst 
class in energy 
performance;

Buildings with centralized 
heating systems - easier to 

optimize and control;
Conjoint the EE measures 
and renovations needed.

one-step model
• The evaluation of  the facility is done on the preliminary phase of  the project
• studies not overly detailed – only part of  the facilities is studied
• material is used in the procurement
• material is used for defining the baseline for the guarantee: increases the risks for the 

ESCO
• makes the first phase faster and cheaper
• to reduce the risks, the solutions often focus on short payback period, reducing the 

potential achievements
two-steps model

• analysis is done preliminary for general decisions
• later, a deep and more detailed investigation mitigates the risks for the ESCOs 
• opportunity to change the scope of  the proposal
• option for the client to cancel the implementation of  the project [8]
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There are differences between countries due to specificities, especially on procurement 
matters. The schedule can also vary: the more accurate the auditing and viability studies, 
the more time consuming and expensive it will be, but also, lower the risks. 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 4.3 – One-step (red) versus two-steps (green), based on Wargert diagrams [8, pp. 28,29] 
 
The baseline is important as it determinates the savings expectations and the reference for 
the guarantees. It is taken from the energy invoices of the precedent year and compared 
with the two previous years or the mean value of the three last years. The consumption is 
corrected if the bills charging days does not match the baseline year [48]. 
 
The next step in the process is the tender preparation, that can be done through a public-
private partnership or public contract. With the Competitive Dialogue instrument (EU 
Directive 2004/18/EC) is possible to discuss technical solutions with the bidders to 
achieve the goals [4]. 
 
Once an ESCO wins the procurement, the installations are designed, executed and 
submitted to the commissioning. The operation starts after that, and the results are 
evaluated according to the agreement: if the goals are not achieved, the ESCO must cover 
the differences [14]. Some literature refers that after the tests running, the ownership of 
the systems is transferred to the client (but not the operations) and the ESCO is paid [49]. 
 
The accuracy of the measurements and verification (M&V) is crucial to avoid disputes. 
The International Performance Measurement and Verification Protocol (IPMVP) can 
provide standards and guideline procedures for this step. In some agreements, the savings 
are measured only at the end of the contract [14]. 
 
The improvements will vary in performance during its lifespan and there is an associated 
risk towards the future conditions of the equipment, such as people interference, 
maintenance, etc. An Investment Grade Audit (IGA) evaluates in its auditioning all these 
variables [50]. 
 
The “Energy Performance Contract in Social Housing” guide [4] summarizes the process 
dividing the EPC process into three phases. The first one concerns the planning, the 
second, the process of selecting an ESCO, and the third, the execution of the project. The 
implementation of the EPC slightly varies according to the literature but can be 
summarized as it follows in the Table 4.1. 
 

Procurement Implementation Operation

Decision point 
One-step 
Preliminary study 
Scope cannot change 
 

Two-steps 
Deeper analysis 
Scope can change 
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Table 4.1 – EPC scheme process flow based on the Energy Performance Contract in Social Housing guide 
[4], on the Transparense EPC Manual [14, p. 12] and on the flowchart at the Facilitators Guideline for 
Energy Performance Contracting [38]. 
 
Planning (customer + facilitator) 
5-10 months 
Identify building (or pool) with savings potential and perspective of renovations (3-6 
months) 
Preliminary analysis – optional auditing and assessing documents concerning the 
construction, such as plan, guide, bills etc. (2-4 months) 
EPC decision 
Organize documentation 
Define the project goals 
Proposal selection (customer + facilitator) 
4-6 months 
Prepare documents for tender 
Select the ESCOs 
Prepare and launch the procurement 
Promote the rounds 
Select the winner ESCO 
Contract signed 
Agree on adjustments 
Execution and operation (ESCO) 
3-8 months + 5-10 years 
Design the operation 
Hire contractors to implement the measures (ESCO task) 
Execute the project (2-6 months) 
Commissioning (1-2 months) 
M&V measures (5-10 years) 
End of contract: transfer the installations to the owner 

 
4.1.6 EPC at Morastrand AB 

Morastrand AB is the municipal housing company of Mora municipality, in the Dalarna 
County, around 300 km from Stockholm (north-west).  Morastrand AB was founded in 
1972 and today has 34 employees. The company is under the Municipality structure and is 
part of four companies: Siljansutbildarna AB, Mora Municipality, Moravätten AB, Morastrand 
AB. 
 
The company promotes housing at Mora for public purposes. They acquire, sell, own, 
build and manage real estate or leaseholds residential apartments and associated collective 
facilities. All their operations shall be conducted according to business principles. 
 
Morastrand AB signed an EPC in 2011 with the Caverion (former YIT AB). The 
investments were foreseen around 400 million SEK for nearly 2 200 units (120 000 m2).  
 
According to a meeting on 25th April 2018, at Morastrand AB, it was reported that the 
project was object of procurement and YIT AB won the bidding against Schneider Electric 
with best technical proposal and price. The contract was shared between Morastrand AB 
and Mora Kommun, with schools and community gymnasium. 
 
The company performed the most popular type of project in Sweden (according to the 
literature): savings guarantee in two-steps. If there was any surplus, the savings would 
be split between Morastrand AB and the ESCO. Morastrand AB financed the operation 
with their own resources. 
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After the procurement, it was possible to reduce the scope of the project. The first 
building stock evaluation made by YIT AB found the potential for improvements in the 
order of a 400 million project. Even with a huge potential, the project was reduced to 120 
million, and further 100 million after removing ventilation renewal from the scope.  
 
According to the company, installing the equipment would result in savings, but it 
demands constant maintenance with the filters, and maybe it would generate noise. The 
company expressed concerns about the hour's sheets from employers. It can be deducted 
that as labor is important on price composition in Sweden.  
 
In general, the measures comprised ventilation and heating systems, lighting and building 
skin improvements, including wind barrier, windows, insulation, etc. Team education was 
included, and this made Morastrand AB able to follow-up with the project [51].  
 
It can be assumed by the contract value that the scope was reduced to 25 % of the original 
plan, and also, is reasonable to deduct that the ESCO started with the constructions in the 
worst shape, so the risks in performance would be reduced and it would be easier to reach 
the savings.  
 
Comparing the data presented by the Transparense report of 2015, the outlay of the EPC 
performed at Mora is above the average investments (together with only 6 % of the study 
group that invested over 5 million euros) [19, p. 10].  
 
The contract length meets the reported by Transparense: the tendency is to last 5 to 10 
years and the project was expected to last 8 years [52]. It was developed in three phases 
(inventory, implementation, and operation), but was terminated during the third phase. 
The three phases took longer than what the literature refers. The first phase of the project 
took 1 year, the renovations took 3 years, and on the third phase, the contract was 
terminated.  
 
This EPC presents issues recurrent in the literature about Sweden, such as lack of dialogue 
and trust. Caverion moved from Mora and allocating a team of ten professionals with a 
high turn-over. The ESCO stayed based in Stockholm which difficulted the 
communication.  
 
According to Morastrand AB, the performance was close to the baseline, and there was no 
strategy to improve the savings. The company was not recognizing any added value in the 
YIT AB (Caverion) services on M&V. 
 
YIT AB needed to be informed about any changes in the facilities, and this procedure 
resulted in more workload for the Morastrand AB team. The ESCO must follow if the 
interventions were not impacting on the savings levels, in this way protecting themselves, 
ensuring the success of the project. 
 
Morastrand AB stated satisfaction with the performance in savings (around 15-20 %) 
without concerns about any about any economic metric in particular, but the comfort of 
the tenants. 
 
According to the Byggdialog report [51], the inventory phase was not well conducted (too 
fast and not accurate), and the calculations were too complex to follow. The results should 
be reported with lifecycle costs (LCC), which is more complete approach than the payback 
time for the investments.  
 
After the literature research, at the second meeting at Morastrand AB, it was possible to 
understand that the company acquired knowledge on the third phase of the EPC, with a 
staff qualified for the operation of the equipment, maintenance, and with the strength of 
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the expertise of the specificities of the buildings. From their previous experience, the 
intent is to propose how they could proceed with their energy efficiency plan without 
hiring an ESCO. 
 

 SWOT analysis of Morastrand AB 

Briefly, the SWOT analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats) is a matrix 
used in Marketing to evaluate and design strategies for business, portraying how the 
company is positioned in the industry and on its own.  
 
The Strengths and Weaknesses are related to the business itself, and the Opportunities 
and Threats, have an external approach, placing the company related to the other players. 
The following board shows the scenario visualized for Morastrand AB, imagining a 
scenario where the company is performing an EE project by itself confronted with bidding 
the tasks. 
 
For this case study the tool is used to improve the company performance and the results 
can be seen the following Figure 4.4. The comparison is made with the goal of performing 
EE projects by itself, while the alternative is to bid these services. 
 

 
Figure 4.4 – SWOT analysis board. 
 
The strengths are linked to the close relationship between the company and the tenants, 
the knowledge of the buildings, the geographical location of the company, the staff 
committed with the company goals, and their expertise about legislation, standards, etc. 
 
The opportunities are associated to the savings potentials, especially when it comes to 
influencing the behavior of the tenants, the solid position of the company that inspires 
confidence for acquiring loans, the high demand for housing, and the emerging options 
and incentives for certifications and subsidies. 
 
The weaknesses rest mainly in the fact that the core of the company is not energy 
efficiency, but the company focus is housing. There are several technical tasks that may 
overload the working team. 

Strengths
• personalized customer service
• competitive selling price
• trained and motivated staff
• strategic location
• knowledge of  particularities of  the area
• deep knowledge on construction 

standards and legislation
• deep knowledge in local constructions

Opportunities 
• establish a strong relation with the 

tenants
• develop deep knowledge on the 

construction's characterisctics
• easy access to finance (own resources, 

low interest loans)
• high demand for housing

• certification
• subsides

Weaknesses
• competitors are experienced and with 

extense portifolio in energy services
• core of  the company is not EE
• company does not have experience in 

executing the complete EE projects
• employees are not experienced in EE 

project

Threatens
• strict legal requirements

• risks inherent to energy services: prices 
fluctuation of  energy, labor, material, 

financial services, malfunction of  
equipments, weather, occupancy, etc.

SWOT
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The threatens basically are correlated to the risks associated to energy services, prices 
escalate, and legal aspects, an external factor that can impact in the project success. 
 

 Operation of an EPC 

A comparison of the buildings, during the planning phase of an EPC, evaluates the project 
eligibility. For sketching the solutions, the building data can be analyzed with the bills, 
plans, technical characteristics and further to proceed with the energy audits (on the field). 
 
It is recommended to investigate buildings with high energy consumption that were not 
objects of the previous renovation, with the potential of 30 % of savings. A good strategy 
is to be more detailed in buildings that were replicated for a few times, as the time and 
money spent with a deeper investigation will be justified with a more accurate solution. In 
addition to this, negotiating a bigger scope with contractors could lead to better deals. 
 
There is a balance between the costs of the auditing: a detailed auditing means that it will 
take longer and will be more expensive: more working hours, more equipment needed, 
more data to be collected and treated. On the other hand, better decisions can be made 
and lower the risks will be.  
 
After measurements, the recommendations must consider the problems identified. At this 
point, it needs to be adjusted the impact of implementing these actions (risk management):  
 
• How is the situation of the construction? How is the expectation of its use? How is the 

logistics to execute the apparatus?  And so forth.  
Some buildings might need just adjustments in the equipment, such as a boiler, setup 
temperature, ventilation, etc. Others might need deeper renovations or even it can be 
more feasible selling the property or demolishing it. In those cases, the social aspects 
must be taken into account, especially when dealing with social housing for not causing 
gentrification. 

• How high will be the investment? The resources allocated to each project must be take 
into account to design the operation. 

• How long is the payback time? The strategy must consider the expectation of 
Morastrand AB for payback time. 

• How will be done the maintenance of the installment? How often will the 
measurements be taken? What is the lifespan of the solutions implemented? How many 
people are needed to follow-up?   

• Can these procedures be done by a third-party in smaller contracts? Hiring facility 
companies or experienced professionals in smaller contracts can assure Morastrand AB 
control of the operation and not relaying only in one company in a long-term contract.  

• Can the equipment be leased? This might be a solution depending on the technical 
solution designed and the resources available to develop the project. 

• Is it necessary to move people while the installment is being done? The operation must 
consider the inhabitants that need to be transferred to other locations in case of deep 
renovations. 

• How long does it take to do the improvements? There are costs related to delays when 
involving contractors, people reallocated, etc. The schedule of the implementation 
needs to be managed. 

• Are there any operations risks, such as equipment not achieving the expectation? The 
structure of the operation has to be accurate. Project managers assure that all tasks are 
being done with quality and on time.  

 
According to the number of projects, it is viable to implement an integrated information 
system as Governmental Resource Planning or Enterprise Resource Planning. Solutions on 
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integrated data and process in one source can assist with the routine and when all steps 
must be documented, such as bills, invoices, warranties of the equipment installed, e-mails, 
projects, materials, etc.  
 
The standard documents refer to the project identification, energy auditing, permits, and 
communication with other public companies, public procurements, baseline definition, 
contracts documentation, and financing. Technical data from monitoring the systems can 
be assessed through this system, helping the company to control all the operation and 
correct eventual problems. 
 
Morastrand AB can be assisted by the companies that provide technical services in heating 
and cooling management, automation, lighting, electricity improvements, ventilation, water 
savings, building improvements, such as insulation, windows.  
 
Once the operation is designed and planned, the execution is done, followed up by the 
company assuring the quality, the schedule, the expenses, the specifications, etc. The 
schedule of the work needs to be accurate and also the quality of the work needs to be 
audited and assured.  
 
After installments, the performance must be measured, and the maintenance done 
properly. Many following up can be done with automation and project management tools. 
The close relationship with the users is also desired so they can report problems and be 
instructed of how to proceed with the equipment. The close support is a strength of the 
smaller company. 
 
Most of the risks related to the scarcity of funding sources, interest rates fluctuation, the 
dependency of subsidies, changing conditions of the financing sources, the inability of 
obtaining credit access, and so on are eliminated as Morastrand AB is its own financing 
source. At the same time, the company is taking the economic and financial risks. 
 
The risks associated to performance projects are classified in the Public-Purpose Energy 
Services Company Concept Analysis Report [53], summarized in the following board: 
 

Impact Probability Risk Action 

High Low time for recovering investments if 
the savings are under expected constant monitoring 

Medium High 
behavior of the tenants and 

occupancy influence the savings, 
including rebound effect 

close relation between Morastrand 
AB and its tenants is a strength 
provide education to motivate savings 
monitor constantly 

Medium Medium project scope, costs, and deadlines 
are higher than planned 

accurate information about the 
building characteristics, the figure of a 
project manager 
sanctions for contractors that are not 
following a schedule,  
well specified on contract the 
requirement and performance of 
labor and materials 

Medium Medium system not operating at its optimal 
level needing 

adjustments from the qualified staff  

constant monitoring to prevent 
degradation and misusage of the 
equipment 

Low Medium unpredicted weather conditions location boundary well defined helps 
the adjustments and management 

Low Low escalate of the prices of primary 
sources does not impact on savings 

usage of DH lowers the impact of 
prices fluctuation at this point, 
especially if the heating is coming 
from industrial waste or biomass 
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For the whole stock investigation, the projects can be grouped according to typology, 
physical situation, year of construction, energy demand, etc. The approach requires 
representative data about: 
 

 
 
Approaching the problem from the opportunities in groups and unique buildings, it should 
be considered the preferences of the company and priorities on retrofit projects, such as:  
 

 
 
Given the real consumption of the facility, and its characteristics, it is possible to design 
solutions to achieve determinate performance. Zooming to the building unit, a number of 
design solutions can be selected, and this is the approach of the mock-up developed. For 
analyzing one building, the following elements are needed: 
 

Energy demand: current consumption of  the buildings, - reflect the habits of  the 
tenants, building physical characteristics, and climate;

List of  the building stock; 

When they were built;

Previous intervention – in the positive case, when it happened;

How frequently are the buildings the object of  renovations? Define lifespan;

Dwellings characteristics and the solutions designed;

Economic metrics: according to the company profile (technical and financial 
feasibility) the interventions designed will have different costs, payback times and 
returns. The company determinates the parameters and has also as constrains, the 
financial commitment that the tenants are able to make.

Low maintenance;

Deeper renovations;

Can assume longer payback time;

Finance with own resources;

Not reallocate people;

Do not increase rents: improvements such as new doors, kitchen, or bathroom that 
increase the standard of  the facility and the rent rises.
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To focus in a feasible solution and for further investigation, it would be recommendable to 
gather information about: 
 
• Determine savings goal: it can be a consumption by square meter, or a percentage of 

their consumption at the moment; 
• Determine a desirable payback time for the operation; 
• Plan of investment in EE projects; 
• Plan of investment for renovations for the next years. 
 
In this sense, more complete than analyzing projects only regarding the payback time, the 
economic approach with the LCCA could meet both technical requirements and the 
lowest total cost during the expected lifespan of the building including investment, 
installment, operation, maintenance, energy costs, and residual value, all transferred to 
present-value in order to be comparable. 
 
Considering the business model and the processes involved, Figure 4.5 represents in a 
simple scheme, the process that the operations. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Buildings data such as window area, constructed area, roofing area, etc.;

Specification of  materials and contractors that company uses for renovations, for 
instance: insulated roofing with prices and physical characteristics of  the products 
such as transmittance, thickness, etc.;

Materials prices;

Prices performed for labor - installing and maintenance;

Energy bills – separated by heating and electricity, from bills or consumption in 
kWh/m2	·	a - usually is taken the last 3 years.

Contract for renovation 

Morastrand AB Morastrand 
housing portfolio 

Identify projects 
Define strategy 

Analyze feasibility 
Auditing 

Bidding for services 

Financing: own sources 

Maintenance 
Cost can be deducted 

from savings 
 

Savings: negative cash flow 
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Figure 4.5 - Simplified framework for Morastrand AB operations. 
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The routine Morastrand AB needs to incorporate are basically in the phase one of planning 
the operation (Table 4.1, p.24). Establishing metrics to evaluate the opportunities in the 
building stock and propose solutions, promoting energy inspections in the buildings, 
controlling abnormal energy consumption levels, defining baseline for the savings are 
highly recommendable tasks.  
 
Morastrand AB is familiar with their building stock, the procurement process, and the 
contractors. After implementing the EPC, the company acquired knowledge in operation, 
M&V and maintenance. On the following Table 4.2 the main steps of the process are 
summarized. 
 
Table 4.2 – List of steps according EPC framework 
 
Identify and evaluate the potential 
Identify and evaluate possible projects: low performance and end of lifespan are usually 
worthy, data can be assessed with measurements, and bills. 
Consider cost-benefit to optimize the investments, considering also opportunities for each 
project in particular. 
First analysis 
Technical and economic aspects: feasibility, complexity, savings expected, costs. 
Financial aspects: investments level, investments capacity and obligation of investment by 
the private partner. 
Organizational competences available: company and contractors. 
Framework for tender: evaluate if it is more convenient to keep renovations under the 
ceiling for procurement process or plan major renovations once. 
Defining baseline 
Measurements and estimative based on the building (blueprints, specifications, U-values, 
etc.), local weather historical data, the energy use, occupancy and previous bills. 
Consider savings based on the current. 
Auditing (can be done one-step before) 
Reducing risks, especially when third-party are involved - ESCO and financial institutions. 
Morastrand AB finances and controls the results and operations: this step is more important 
for reducing risks on the project with proper solution and dimensioning of equipment. 
Tender 
The tender process is well known for Morastrand AB. 
Evaluate the cases where it is interesting to stay under the ceiling for running a new 
procurement or easy solutions that can be made by regular contractors. 
Design operation 
The project can be developed by the contractor, or by an external company. 
This process can be followed by commissioning. 
All steps should be documented: plans, calculations, parameters, premises. 
Execution 
The project can be developed by the contractor, or by an external company. 
This process can be followed by commissioning. 
Commissioning 
Plan and test procedures before the operations start (drawings, documents, site visits). 
After trial perform the procedures for measurement and maintenance. 
Adjustments for systems optimization. 
Provide training for maintenance staff and tenants 
Operation 
Constant adjustments and monitoring according to the baseline. 
Collect data, track systems, detect faults, correct issues. 
Maintenance 
Adopt an M&V model such as the standard International Performance Measurement and 
Verification Protocol (IPMVP), organized by the Efficiency Valuation Organization (EVO). 

 
The procurement process described is fast: contracts above a certain amount need to be 
sent to the market for bidding. The whole process for sending the proposal added the 
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appealing time takes around 45 days. Smaller projects can start directly, as they have a 
bigger contract that covers minor interventions.  
 
The company have good relations with the contractors, very often hired from the region. 
According to the company, 90 % of the contracts are under this package that is renewed 
each 3 years. 
 
Morastrand AB has financially strengthened the company, with expectations of not ending 
in debt. For the next years there are economic opportunities to build housing and special 
housing with different upcoming projects according to the Kommunplan 2018 [32] for Mora 
besides the Investment in existing properties: 
 

 
 
To develop and carry the energy efficiency projects there are some requirements: technical, 
and managerial team and also physical resources, such as computers, cars, space to allocate 
the staff, etc. 
 
The team responsible for the projects can be allocated at the Morastrand AB building or 
work on the field. This helps to shorten the relations and facilitate the communication. It 
is important to check if there is space available and if more people in the office will 
demand some sort of adaptation in terms of security, equipment, etc. 
 
To dimension the team, the workload needs to be estimated according to all tasks resulting 
in how many hours are needed. Some tasks are site and documents auditing, performance 
simulations, feasibility studies, design the project, developing the physical-financial 
schedule, contacting contractors, bidding services and materials, research, organizing 
documents, managing the projects and the constructions, commissioning, taking 
measurements, and caring about the maintenance, and so on.  
 

 Calculation results for preliminary analysis 

For calculating the energy savings in the three cases, it was simulated the energy demand 
during the whole lifespan of the windows. The energy costs were converted in present-
value considering the DH rates. 
 
The consumption simulated in the current case (case 3) equals 76 kWh/(m²·a). Changing all 
the windows for double-glazed (case 1) produced an increase of 19 % in the heating demand 
(90.20 kWh/(m²·a)). The triple-glazed solution (case 2) resulted in the lowest demand with 
65.00 kWh/(m²·a), or a 14 % reduction in comparison with case 3.  
 
It is possible to assume that there is no residual value and incurring OM&R. The most 
significant costs related to the window replacement are the initial investment (window and 
installment) and the replacement expected to occur in the year 25, when the lifespan of the 
window finishes.  
 
The residual value was considered zero to simplify the example. Even if there is a 
possibility to sell the windows after their lifespan, this is associated to the opportunity to 
find a buyer that finds value to this component and there are costs to disposal. 
 
The maintenance was also considered zero to simplify the calculations. The maintenance is 
most of the times related to its aesthetical features, such as painting, and not related to its 
function or performance. 

20
17 32 new 

apartments at 
Käringträtan and 
Tomtebo

20
18 16 new 

apartments at 
Canada

20
19 39 new 

apartments at 
Tuvan

20
20 32 new 

apartments at 
Noret Norra
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The installation had as reference the value of 400 % of the windows cost. Therefore, the 
present-value was calculated with the nominal rate, and not labor prices escalate, which 
also has high impacts on the results [34].  
 
From the data presented in methodology, the calculations for LCC are presented in the 
following Table 4.3: 
 
Table 4.3 – Summary of the lifecycle costs for double and triple-glazed windows in SEK  

 double-glazed (1)   triple-glazed (2)   triple-glazed south and double-
glazed rest of the building (3)  

   Base 
cost 

(SEK)  

 
Year  

 Present-
value 
(SEK)  

 Base 
cost 

(SEK)  

 
Year  

 Present-
value 
(SEK)  

 Base 
cost 

(SEK)  

 
Year  

 Present-
value 
(SEK)  

 Investment                    
 Windows 151 453 0 151 453 254 133 0 254 133 211 

807 0 211 807 

 Instalation  605 812 0 605 812 1 016 
531 0 1 016 531 847 

229 0 847 229 

 OM&R  0  0 0  0 0  0 
 Energy costs  91 866 50 4 067 269 66 200 50 2 930 959 77 403 50 3 426 967 
 Replacement 
costs                    

 Windows   25 72 335   25 121 375   25 101 160 
 Instalation    25 289 339   25 485 501   25 404 641 
 Residual value  0  0 0  0 0  0 
 Totals     5 186 207     4 808 499     4 991 805 

 
Considering the rates and prices referenced, the difference in present-value of the energy 
costs compensates the investment and installment on the case 2, that has the lower LCC 
among all cases. The option of changing the windows maintaining the current solution is 
the second-best option (case 3). The case 1 (double-glazed windows) has the higher LCC, 
but the lower initial investment. The comparison can be seen below ( 
Graph 4.1).  
 

 
Graph 4.1 – The case 2, even with the higher initial costs has better LCC: during the long-run consumes 
less energy 
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The energy efficiency of a building (lower heat demand) impacts the energy costs in the 
long run. These costs are vulnerable to energy prices escalates, subsidies, taxation, etc. and 
in this aspect, lower consumption solutions help to shield the company from these 
fluctuations. 
 
The results in net savings show that in 50 years, the triple-glazed windows costs 183 306 
SEK less than the current solution, in present value. The all double-glazed solution 
compared with the current scenario results in total costs of 194 401 SEK more.  
 
It is important to stress that these results are sensitive to the rates and prices applied. 
These conditions vary according to the external economic scenario, but also the prices 
practiced locally, agreements and subsidies. For this thesis, it was aimed to demonstrate 
how this methodology is suitable for the problem portrayed. Further studies should 
consider risk analysis of those factors. 
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5 Conclusions   

This thesis conducted a literature review about a business model that can contribute to 
achieving the energy efficiency6 determinate by the European Directives and 
environmental policies. The methodology for the case study approaches a partially 
implemented EPC in a Swedish public company. 
 
Through the review it was possible to identify the processes, the actors involved, the 
models practiced, the financial options, and the particularities of EPC and other EE 
projects in Sweden, which is the scenario of applicability in this study. 
 
The main conclusions are: 
 
• The biggest challenge for EPC in Sweden is the relation between ESCOs and their 

clients. The figure of the facilitator could help this relation and balance the knowledge 
gap between the parts. 
 

• The theoretical framework of the EPC can be depicted by the following diagram on 
Figure 5.1 below: 

 

 
Figure 5.1 – Framework: steps flow for implementing EPC 
 
• The actors of these projects are the energy service companies, the client, the facilitator 

and the financing part. In some contexts, especially in Sweden, very frequently the 
client finances the operation. However, the EPC is a way to outsource energy efficiency 
projects when it comes to performance and financial risks. 
 

• There are a few models of contracting: guaranteed savings, shared savings, facility 
management, integrated energy contracting, energy supply contracting, integrated 
solutions or chauffage, Operation Performance Contracting and the Build-Own-Operate-
Transfer (BOOT). The most popular are the first two, with an emphasis on the 
guaranteed savings model experienced by Morastrand AB in 2011.  
 

• The company experienced the technical success of the operation, but also the most 
recurrent issues between ESCO and the clients, terminating the contract prematurely. 
This experience is motivating the company to continue developing new EE projects for 
themselves, with the frame of the EPC projects.  
 

                                                
6 Energy End-use Efficiency and Energy Services (2006/32/EC), CHP Directive 2004/8/EC, 
Eco-design directive (209/125/EC) European Performance of Buildings Directive (2002/91/EC) 
and 2010/31/EU, Energy Efficiency Directive (2012/27/EU) [16].  
 

Identify projects Thecnical 
analysis Define potential Auditing

Tender Design the 
operation Execution Commissioning

Operation Maintenance
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• Morastrand AB aims to assess EE projects according to its priorities, self-funding the 
operation, assuring the optimization of the solutions and providing M&V to secure the 
savings in energy.  The goals include the best use of the public resources and the 
comfort of the inhabitants, towards a sustainability perspective. In the new buildings, 
the company is also developing solutions for producing useful energy (supply) besides 
caring about the energy savings.  
 

• In order to develop the EE projects, the company needs to include planning, project 
analysis, and management on the first steps of implementation in their portfolio. 
Protocols and normative for operation, measurement and verification should be 
followed in order to favor the contraction of future loans and also for procedure 
standardization. 

 
• In this sense, it is recommendable that the company explores different combinations of 

design solutions in a long-term, and one tool to assess these costs is through LCCA, 
demonstrating that there are more opportunities in savings and improving their 
investments that should be further investigated. The technical solutions that can 
embrace performance and environmental impacts must be combined with feasibility 
studies, social effects evaluation so they can be compared and selected. 
 

• To identify the general scenario of the company, company it was developed the SWOT 
analysis. This indicates that the weaknesses of the company are more related to 
technical aspects and sensible points related to the nature of the project. On the other 
hand, key aspects for a successful operation such as the relation with the tenants, 
acknowledgment and full access to the building stock as well as the stability of the 
institution are positive points to be explored. 
 

• The lifecycle cost analyst is a method that allows the company to preliminary evaluate 
the viability of the projects on hand. The decisions have different scales and it was 
evaluated one building with a simple comparison of three solutions. The results 
demonstrate that in a long-term, projects with higher initial investments can be more 
profitable. Those solutions can shield the company against energy prices escalates and 
contribute to green policies.  
 

• It is relevant to mention that, even being used for the preliminary decision making, the 
analysis performed takes into account the prices in present-value. Therefore, it is 
susceptible to external factors: rates that can vary due to political or economic contexts, 
weather conditions which can be unpredictable, or the behavior of the tenants that can 
impact on savings. 

 
The sustainability policies meet the needs and ambitions of the company by improving the 
performance of their portfolio. The improvements can be done in cycles, but the urgency 
of the deeper renovations is in line with the end of the lifespan of a major housing 
construction plan. It turns this in a great opportunity to improve not only the indoor 
quality but also the energy performance and the behavior of tenants. The energy efficiency 
cannot be the only aspect evaluated in these renovation projects: it should consider 
economic social, environmental, and technical sustainability [26]. 
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6 Limitations and future work 

 Limitations of the Study 

 
This project was developed within a limit of 15 study credits for 8 weeks, which constrains 
the amount of information collected and treated. The focus of the project was reviewed 
after the interests of the company were better understood. 
 
As the project aims to access the Swedish market, even with English reports available, the 
access to Swedish documents was limited by the language barrier. Procurement 
documents, technical reports, and institutional websites are published in Swedish, and the 
material was translated with online tools, when possible, which might incur in 
apprehension mistakes. The meetings were done in English, which is not the mother 
language of any of the parts, so it is possible that some lines were incorrectly interpreted. 
 
The limitations of the study concern the detailing of the dwellings and the use of a limited 
number of inputs in the spreadsheet. The inputs are approximations that can be used as a 
general idea to start the investigations and should not be the only source of the studies, 
once the variability of consumption, performance, prices fluctuation can have massive 
impacts on the performance of the renovations.   
 
The data applied was simplified as it was available only in the drawings. The shading that 
could be seen on site (trees in the north facade, and apparatus at the windows) was not 
considered as it is not part of the original project and it was not measured. The ventilation 
rate, the indoor pressure, the specification of the material and equipment used, where all 
obtained from general data that can be collected in literature.  
 
The software used for the simulation has limitations for designing the geometry, therefore, 
there are distortions in the heated area and the basement positioning. It was not precisely 
considered the occupation pattern of this building, which also impacts the heat demand. 
The internal gains, though, were calculated based on the occupants and the predicted 
present time. The basement is located in the underground and it was also not considered in 
the base model, which interferes with the heat transfer, as it is contacted with the ground 
and not the air. 
 
Even being a powerful tool for decision making, the LCC has limitations as it adopts 
assumptions that do not correspond to the reality, for instance, prices losses and indexes 
are not linear, as considered. The different rates during the seasons were not considered. 
Costs and rates, especially during the long-term are difficult to estimate. For these 
assumptions, the Monte Carlo method would be a good tool. 
 

 Recommendations for Future Work 

This project at the beginning aimed to assess the risk/uncertainties involved in the EPC 
through the Monte Carlo Method, which can be very helpful in the construction of 
scenarios and risk management, especially as Morastrand AB is assuming the whole 
process and, consequently, all the risks. 
 
Due to the number of variables, and uncertainty of the data (energy prices, material and 
labor, economic indexes, user behavior, climatic conditions, and so on) an unlimited 
combination of different inputs can be applied in the same building with different outputs. 
All investments have different risks and the Monte Carlo model is adequate to deal with 
the uncertainty in inputs.  
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More accurate outputs need proper site investigation with technical auditing, 3D modeling 
with software that can deal with long weather data logs, ventilation rates, sensible points 
for thermal bridges, different orientations, external interferences such as shading, and 
simulate materials, inputs such as hours of occupancy, lighting, etc.  
 
Virtual building modeling is more affordable nowadays and it is a dynamic tool for 
assessing the potential of the company. Software as Transient System Simulation Tool 
(Trnsys), IDA Indoor Climate and Energy (ICE), or EnergyPlus can simulate the 
performance of the buildings with more details and in a dynamic way.  
 
Building Information Modeling (BIM) as Revit, for instance, is compatible with energy 
simulation software and can provide quantities, and aid in the planning and feasibility of 
the projects, reducing also the occurrence of incompatibility errors. TMF energi is another 
software that can assist in the combination of systems and it is very practical for 
comparing the impact of design solutions in the specific energy consumption.  
 

 
Figure 6.1 – Screenshot of the “Curry” model imported from Revit to IDA ICE. 
 
An even more complete analysis can be done when assessing the total lifecycle analysis 
including the environmental impacts of the interventions. However, with scarce resources 
(time and software sources) of this research, it is not possible to do such analysis. 
 
For a future work, it is important to evaluate the impact of the renovations in the rents as 
it can develop an undesirable side effect of gentrification. It is also relevant to study the 
Swedish legislation for public companies and financing renovations as they can be 
classified as maintenance or investments. In this sense, there is a conflict between 
maximizing the profits of the company and the welfare motivation [26]. 
 
During the interviews, the company demonstrated the interest in developing a practical 
methodology to perform the first steps of an ECP. At the moment, there is a need to 
select the projects and one way to decide is via an economic comparison of the projects. 
Criteria must be determinate to accept or reject projects, and the company can define these 
conditions. 
 
Although it is not popular in Sweden, the chauffage seems to fit their concerns in a sense 
that they are focused on indoor quality aspect. In this sense, if the company considers new 
performance contracts, this business model should be evaluated. 
 
Using external loans can reduce the risks of the project for the company, depending on the 
cost of capital it can cheapen the operation, and it can speed up the volume of dwellings 
renovated, with immediate savings. There are EU financing lines, as ELENA, which can 
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be used to promote such projects. For the future, it is recommendable for Morastrand AB 
to consider developing financial studies to evaluate whether is more profitable to assess 
third-party financing. 
 
For the EE projects, it is beneficial to adopt the ISO 50001:2011 in procedures. The more 
standardized the procedures are, the easier will be to follow-up with the energy 
management and later to negotiate loans or request incentives from EU level. 
 
Another recommendation is to have at least one professional that could assist the project 
since its first steps, such as identifying the project potential, auditioning the facilities and 
recommend technical solutions in HVAC systems, energy efficiency, etc. They should be 
able to follow the commissioning and monitoring deviations on performance, and be able 
to coordinate studies legal, organizational, technical, financial, and economic aspects of the 
interventions.  
 
It is desirable to also have staff responsible for the project management and coordination 
of the contractors, controlling documents and other administrative tasks. 
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Appendix A  

 
The following drawings were provided by Morastrand AB in the PDF format. They were 
inserted into AutoCAD and scaled for obtaining the measures to be used in the mock-up. 

 
Figure A.1 - Situation plan and sections. 
 

 
Figure A.2 - Facades north and south. 
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Figure A.3 - Basement level. 

 
Figure A.4 - Ground floor with offices. 

 
Figure A.5 - First and second floors, 9 apartments with 5 different typologies. 
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Appendix B  

 
The following documents were forward by Morastrand AB on 17th May 2018. 

 
Figure B.1 - Energy prices practiced by E.ON Värme Lokala Energilösningar AB for district heating at 
Mora. 
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Figure B.2 - Electricity prices practiced by Ellevio AB at Mora. 
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The following  
Table B.1 and  
Table B.2 were provided from Morastrand AB. The consumption is from Curry until 16th 
May 2018. 
 

  2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 Diff/period  Diff/år  
jan 33360 32352 31547 33651 36453 36067 34465 -4 % -7 % 
feb 26824 29806 30638 29771 31096 28697 30594 7 % -5 % 
mar 21997 23521 25886 25434 28153 23561 24768 5 % -2 % 
apr 20812 20028 18759 15791 19515 16408 15394 -6 % -1 % 
maj 10871 8248 11720 10781 8596 9579 

 
0 % 0 % 

jun 6379 4874 6626 5755 3473 3522 
 

0 % 0 % 
jul 4460 3623 3589 3414 2496 2331 

 
0 % 0 % 

aug 5747 4724 5085 3502 4577 3402 
 

0 % 0 % 
sep 10919 9867 9984 10037 6417 5140 

 
0 % 0 % 

okt 17921 16425 16788 16669 16596 17655 
 

0 % 0 % 
nov 25201 23990 24161 24471 25908 24050 

 
0 % 0 % 

dec 27716 28944 32045 33513 33243 32427 
 

0 % 0 % 
Summa: 212207 206401 216827 212788 216524 202838 105222 

  

Ackum.: 102994 105706 106830 104647 115217 104732 105222 0 % 
 

 
Table B.1 - Värme Normalårskorrigera förbrukning (kWh) – Energy for space heating. 
 
 

  2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 Diff/period Diff/år 
jan 7936 6844 5447 4966 5319 5472 5810 6 % 5 % 
feb 7990 5839 4185 4556 4994 4922 4803 -2 % 5 % 
mar 5582 5692 4106 4599 4488 4824 4816 0 % 4 % 
apr 4517 5176 3783 4173 4355 4101 3889 -5 % 4 % 
maj 4264 4728 3724 4010 4207 4358 

 
0 % 0 % 

jun 4167 3794 3191 3505 3841 3736 
 

0 % 0 % 
jul 4316 3798 3262 3662 3500 3854 

 
0 % 0 % 

aug 4950 3977 3363 3733 4019 4418 
 

0 % 0 % 
sep 5010 4089 3627 3909 3997 4241 

 
0 % 0 % 

okt 5478 4761 4236 4323 4607 4730 
 

0 % 0 % 
nov 5966 4642 4340 4526 4974 5419 

 
0 % 0 % 

dec 6374 5013 5114 5164 5053 5626 
 

0 % 0 % 
Summa: 66550 58353 48378 51126 53354 55701 19318 

  

Ackum.: 26025 23551 17521 18294 19156 19319 19318 0 % 
 

 
Table B.2 - Övrig el Förbrukning (kWh) 
 
Electricity consumption from offices on the ground floor, ventilation system for the 
ground floor, outdoor lightning, laundry room (basement), power to warm up the car-
motors during the winter. The apartments have separate bills. 
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Appendix C  

Reports generated by CASAnova software for the base case, double-glazed windows, and 
triple-glazed windows. 
 
Case 1: facades with double-glazed windows  

CASAnova  
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Data sheet 

Geometry:  
     Length of north and south facade:  50,0 m 
     Length of west and east facade:  10,9 m 
     Height (without roof):  9,0 m 
     Number of floors:  4 
     Deviation from south direction (west positive):  0,0 ° 
     Ground area:  545,0 m² 
     Useful area:  1744,0 m² 
     Volume total:  4905,0 m³ 
     Air volume:  3924,0 m³ 
     Facade north resp. south:  450,0 m² 
     Facade east resp. west:  98,1 m² 
     Surface-to-volume value:  0,4 1/m 
 
Insulation:  
     U values of the walls: 
          north:  0,32 W/(m² K) 
          south:  0,32 W/(m² K) 
          east:  0,32 W/(m² K) 
          west:  0,32 W/(m² K) 
     Absorption coefficient of the walls:  0,50 
     Upper floor: 
          Towards:  outside or non-insulated roof 
          U value:  0,15 W/(m² K) 
     Lower floor: 
          Towards:  non-heated cellar (with insulation) 
          U value:  0,18 W/(m² K) 
     Door (north facade): 
          Area:  6,3 m² 
          U value:  1,50 W/(m² K) 
     Wärmebrücken:  increase U-values of surrounding planes by 0.10  
      W/(m² K) (normal construction) 
 
Building:  
     Interior temperature:  21,0 °C 
     Limit of overheating:  27,0 °C 
     Ventilation: 
          Natural ventilation (infiltration):  0,50 1/h 
          Mechanical ventilation:  0,00 1/h 
          Heat recovery (only mech. ventilation):  0 % 
     efficiency factor of air conditioning:  2,5 kWhcool / kWhelectr 
     Internal gains:  6,0 kWh/(m² a) 
     Kind of indoor walls:  medium construction 
     Kind of outdoor walls:  medium construction 
 
Climate:  
     Climate station:  Stockholm (Sverige) 
 
Windows:  
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     North: 
          Windows area:  90,0 m² 
          Fraction of windows area at the facade:  20,0 % 
          Kind of windows:  others 
          U value glazing:  2,80 W/(m² K) 
          U value frame:  2,80 W/(m² K) 
          g value glazing:  0,70 
          Fraction of frame:  10,0 % 
          Shading:  0,0 % 
     South: 
          Window area:  153,0 m² 
          Fraction of windows area at the facade:  34,0 % 
          Kind of windows:  others 
          U value glazing:  2,80 W/(m² K) 
          U value frame:  2,80 W/(m² K) 
          g value glazing:  0,70 
          Fraction of frame:  10,0 % 
          Shading:  0,0 % 
     East: 
          Window area:  5,9 m² 
          Fraction of windows area at the facade:  6,0 % 
          Kind of windows:  others 
          U value glazing:  2,80 W/(m² K) 
          U value frame:  2,80 W/(m² K) 
          g value glazing:  0,70 
          Fraction of frame:  10,0 % 
          Shading:  0,0 % 
     West: 
          Window area:  8,8 m² 
          Fraction of windows area at the facade:  9,0 % 
          Kind of windows:  others 
          U value glazing:  2,80 W/(m² K) 
          U value frame:  2,80 W/(m² K) 
          g value glazing:  0,70 
          Fraction of frame:  10,0 % 
          Shading:  0,0 % 
 
Energy:  
     Heating system:  district heat, boiler and distribution inside the  
      thermal zone 
     Heat transfer / system temperature:  radiators (outside walls), thermostatic valves  
      (layout temperature: 1K), system temperature:  
      70/55°C 
     Source of energy:  heat from combined heat and power system, renew.  
      energy 

 
Output: Overview 

 
Heat energy and cooling demand:  
  Heat energy demand  Cooling demand 
  in kWh/m²  in kWh/m² 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
  
     January 17,6 0,0 
     February 14,5 0,0 
     March 10,8 0,0 
     April 6,3 0,0 
     May 0,8 0,2 
     June 0,0 0,4 
     July 0,0 1,0 
     August 0,0 0,7 
     September 1,9 0,0 
     October 7,7 0,0 
     November 13,2 0,0 
     December 17,4 0,0 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
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     Yearly sum 90,2 2,3 
  
Heating and cooling hours:  
  Heating hours  Zero energy hours  Cooling hours 
  in hours  in hours  in hours 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
  
     January 744 0 0 
     February 672 0 0 
     March 744 0 0 
     April 699 21 0 
     May 537 160 47 
     June 65 502 153 
     July 51 339 354 
     August 55 522 167 
     September 567 153 0 
     October 744 0 0 
     November 720 0 0 
     December 744 0 0 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
     Sum (in hours) 6342 1697 721 
     Sum (in %) 72,4 19,4 8,2 
 

Output: Climate and building data 
Climate data:  
  Mean temperature  Maximum temperature  Minimum temperature 
  in °C  in °C  in °C 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
  
     January -2,7 13,0 -17,0 
     February -3,2 10,1 -13,5 
     March 0,1 11,9 -11,9 
     April 4,0 19,1 -12,9 
     May 10,7 25,0 -8,1 
     June 14,5 24,5 5,3 
     July 17,3 25,6 7,6 
     August 16,2 27,3 -1,6 
     September 11,2 22,4 -3,3 
     October 6,2 16,1 -5,3 
     November 1,8 13,7 -15,0 
     December -2,1 11,6 -11,2 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
     Yearly mean  6,2 
  
Building data:  
     Mean U value:  0,63 W/(m² K) 
     Specific transmission losses:  1369,4 W/K 
     Specific ventilation losses:  703,1 W/K 
     Sum specific losses:  2072,5 W/K 
     Thermal inertia:  86,2 hours 
     Maximum heating load:  75,8 kW 
     Maximum specific heating load:  43,5 W/m² 
     Maximum cooling load:  68,2 kW 
     Maximum specific cooling load:  39,1 W/m² 
     Limit temperature for heating:  20,4°C 
     Effective heating days:  357 Tage 

 
Output: Heat balance 

 
Specific (per m² useful area):  
  Transm.  Ventil.  Internal  Solar  Usability  Heat energy 
  losses  losses  Gains  Gains  factor  demand 
  in kWh/m²  in kWh/m²  in kWh/m²  in kWh/m²   in kWh/m² 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
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     January 13,1 7,1 0,5 2,0 1,00 17,6 
     February 12,1 6,6 0,5 3,7 1,00 14,5 
     March 11,5 6,3 0,5 6,5 1,00 10,8 
     April 9,1 4,9 0,5 7,3 0,99 6,3 
     May 5,7 3,1 0,4 7,5 0,81 0,8 
     June 3,5 1,9 0,3 5,0 0,53 0,0 
     July 2,0 1,1 0,2 3,0 0,33 0,0 
     August 2,7 1,4 0,2 3,9 0,47 0,0 
     September 5,2 2,8 0,5 5,7 0,93 1,9 
     October 8,2 4,4 0,5 4,3 1,00 7,7 
     November 10,3 5,6 0,5 2,2 1,00 13,2 
     December 12,7 6,9 0,5 1,7 1,00 17,4 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
     Yearly sum  96,0 52,2 5,0 52,9   90,2 
  
Absolute (total building):  
  Transm.  Ventil.  Internal  Solar  Usability  Heat energy 
  losses  losses  Gains  Gains  factor  demand 
  in kWh  in kWh  in kWh  in kWh   in kWh 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
  
     January 22799 12396 889 3572 1,00 30735 
     February 21027 11432 803 6416 1,00 25241 
     March 20100 10928 887 11347 1,00 18793 
     April 15845 8615 851 12698 0,99 10911 
     May 9887 5376 719 13166 0,81 1378 
     June 6046 3287 453 8802 0,53 77 
     July 3573 1943 293 5220 0,33 3 
     August 4642 2524 418 6716 0,47 32 
     September 9124 4961 803 10016 0,93 3266 
     October 14224 7733 887 7566 1,00 13503 
     November 17883 9723 860 3783 1,00 22962 
     December 22206 12073 889 3023 1,00 30367 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
  
     Yearly sum  167356 90989 8752 92326   157268 

 
 

Output: Cooling balance 
 
Cooling demand and overheating:  
 
  Cooling demand  Cooling demand  Mean  Cooling degree 
  specific  absolute  overheating  hours 
  in kWh/m²  in kWh  in hours/day  in Kh 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
     January 0,0 0 0,0 0,0 
     February 0,0 0 0,0 0,0 
     March 0,0 0 0,0 0,0 
     April 0,0 0 0,0 0,0 
     May 0,2 334 1,5 26,7 
     June 0,4 646 5,1 117,0 
     July 1,0 1805 11,4 587,7 
     August 0,7 1270 5,4 234,3 
     September 0,0 0 0,0 0,0 
     October 0,0 0 0,0 0,0 
     November 0,0 0 0,0 0,0 
     December 0,0 0 0,0 0,0 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
     Yearly sum 2,3 4055  965,8 

 
Output: Primary and end energy demand for heating 
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Energy demand of the heating system:  
     Heat: 
          Heat energy demand:  90,2 kWh/(m² a) 
          Losses of the heat storage:  0,0 kWh/(m² a) 
          Heat losses from the distribution:  1,8 kWh/(m² a) 
          Looses at the transmission to the rooms:  1,1 kWh/(m² a) 
          Expense number of heat generation:  1,01 
          End energy demand district heat:  94,0 kWh/(m² a) 
          Primary energy factor district heat:  0,0 
          Primary energy demand district heat:  0,0 kWh/(m² a) 
     Auxiliary energy (electricity): 
          Auxiliary energy for heat generation:  0,0 kWh/(m² a) 
          Auxiliary energy for heat storage:  0,0 kWh/(m² a) 
          Auxiliary energy for heat distribution:  0,3 kWh/(m² a) 
          End energy demand auxiliary energy (electricity):  0,3 kWh/(m² a) 
          Primary energy factor electricity:  3,0 
          Primary energy demand auxiliary energy (electricity):  0,8 kWh/(m² a) 
 
 End energy  End energy  End energy  Primary  Primary  Primary  
  demand  demand  demand  demand  demand  demand 
  district heat  electricity  total  district heat  electricity  total 
  in kWh/m²  in kWh/m²  in kWh/m²  in kWh/m²  in kWh/m²  in kWh/m² 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
  
     January 18,4 0,1 18,4 0,0 0,2 0,2 
     February 15,1 0,0 15,1 0,0 0,1 0,1 
     March 11,2 0,0 11,3 0,0 0,1 0,1 
     April 6,5 0,0 6,5 0,0 0,1 0,1 
     May 0,8 0,0 0,8 0,0 0,0 0,0 
     June 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
     July 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
     August 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
     September 2,0 0,0 2,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
     October 8,1 0,0 8,1 0,0 0,1 0,1 
     November 13,7 0,0 13,8 0,0 0,1 0,1 
     December 18,2 0,1 18,2 0,0 0,2 0,2 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
  
     Yearly sum 94,0 0,3 94,3 0,0 0,8 0,8 

 
Output: Primary and end energy demand for cooling 

 
Energy demand of the cooling system:  
     Efficiency factor of the air conditioning:  2,5 kWh cooling/ kWh electricity  
  Cooling demand  End energy demand for cooling  Primary energy demand 
  in kWh/m²  in kWh/m²  in kWh/m² 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
  
     January 0,0 0,0 0,0 
     February 0,0 0,0 0,0 
     March 0,0 0,0 0,0 
     April 0,0 0,0 0,0 
     May 0,2 0,1 0,2 
     June 0,4 0,1 0,4 
     July 1,0 0,4 1,2 
     August 0,7 0,3 0,9 
     September 0,0 0,0 0,0 
     October 0,0 0,0 0,0 
     November 0,0 0,0 0,0 
     December 0,0 0,0 0,0 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
     Yearly sum 2,3 0,9 2,8 
Case 2: facades with triple-glazed windows 
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CASAnova  
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Data sheet 

Geometry:  
     Length of north and south facade:  50,0 m 
     Length of west and east facade:  10,9 m 
     Height (without roof):  9,0 m 
     Number of floors:  4 
     Deviation from south direction (west positive):  0,0 ° 
     Ground area:  545,0 m² 
     Useful area:  1744,0 m² 
     Volume total:  4905,0 m³ 
     Air volume:  3924,0 m³ 
     Facade north resp. south:  450,0 m² 
     Facade east resp. west:  98,1 m² 
     Surface-to-volume value:  0,4 1/m 
 
Insulation:  
     U values of the walls: 
          north:  0,32 W/(m² K) 
          south:  0,32 W/(m² K) 
          east:  0,32 W/(m² K) 
          west:  0,32 W/(m² K) 
     Absorption coefficient of the walls:  0,50 
     Upper floor: 
          Towards:  outside or non-insulated roof 
          U value:  0,15 W/(m² K) 
     Lower floor: 
          Towards:  non-heated cellar (with insulation) 
          U value:  0,18 W/(m² K) 
     Door (north facade): 
          Area:  6,3 m² 
          U value:  1,50 W/(m² K) 
     Wärmebrücken:  increase U-values of surrounding planes by 0.10  
      W/(m² K) (normal construction) 
 
Building:  
     Interior temperature:  21,0 °C 
     Limit of overheating:  27,0 °C 
     Ventilation: 
          Natural ventilation (infiltration):  0,50 1/h 
          Mechanical ventilation:  0,00 1/h 
          Heat recovery (only mech. ventilation):  0 % 
     efficiency factor of air conditioning:  2,5 kWhcool / kWhelectr 
     Internal gains:  6,0 kWh/(m² a) 
     Kind of indoor walls:  medium construction 
     Kind of outdoor walls:  medium construction 
 
Climate:  
     Climate station:  Stockholm (Sverige) 
 
Windows:  
     North: 
          Windows area:  90,0 m² 
          Fraction of windows area at the facade:  20,0 % 
          Kind of windows:  others 
          U value glazing:  1,00 W/(m² K) 
          U value frame:  1,00 W/(m² K) 
          g value glazing:  0,60 
          Fraction of frame:  10,0 % 
          Shading:  0,0 % 
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     South: 
          Window area:  153,0 m² 
          Fraction of windows area at the facade:  34,0 % 
          Kind of windows:  others 
          U value glazing:  1,00 W/(m² K) 
          U value frame:  1,00 W/(m² K) 
          g value glazing:  0,60 
          Fraction of frame:  10,0 % 
          Shading:  0,0 % 
     East: 
          Window area:  5,9 m² 
          Fraction of windows area at the facade:  6,0 % 
          Kind of windows:  others 
          U value glazing:  1,00 W/(m² K) 
          U value frame:  1,00 W/(m² K) 
          g value glazing:  0,60 
          Fraction of frame:  10,0 % 
          Shading:  0,0 % 
     West: 
          Window area:  8,8 m² 
          Fraction of windows area at the facade:  9,0 % 
          Kind of windows:  others 
          U value glazing:  1,00 W/(m² K) 
          U value frame:  1,00 W/(m² K) 
          g value glazing:  0,60 
          Fraction of frame:  10,0 % 
          Shading:  0,0 % 
 
Energy:  
     Heating system:  district heat, boiler and distribution inside the  
      thermal zone 
     Heat transfer / system temperature:  radiators (outside walls), thermostatic valves  
      (layout temperature: 1K), system temperature:  
      70/55°C 
     Source of energy:  heat from combined heat and power system, renew.  
      energy 
 

 
Output: Overview 

 
Heat energy and cooling demand:  
  Heat energy demand  Cooling demand 
  in kWh/m²  in kWh/m² 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
  
     January 13,2 0,0 
     February 10,7 0,0 
     March 7,6 0,0 
     April 4,0 0,0 
     May 0,2 0,3 
     June 0,0 0,6 
     July 0,0 1,2 
     August 0,0 0,7 
     September 0,9 0,0 
     October 5,4 0,0 
     November 9,8 0,0 
     December 13,1 0,0 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
     Yearly sum 65,0 2,7 
  
Heating and cooling hours:  
 
  Heating hours  Zero energy hours  Cooling hours 
 in hours  in hours  in hours 
     _____________________________________________________________________________ 
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     January 744 0 0 
     February 672 0 0 
     March 744 0 0 
     April 687 33 0 
     May 529 143 72 
     June 0 440 280 
     July 0 335 409 
     August 19 517 208 
     September 515 205 0 
     October 744 0 0 
     November 720 0 0 
     December 744 0 0 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
     Sum (in hours) 6118 1673 969 
     Sum (in %) 69,8 19,1 11,1 

 
Output: Climate and building data 

 
Climate data:  
  Mean temperature  Maximum temperature  Minimum temperature 
  in °C  in °C  in °C 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
  
     January -2,7 13,0 -17,0 
     February -3,2 10,1 -13,5 
     March 0,1 11,9 -11,9 
     April 4,0 19,1 -12,9 
     May 10,7 25,0 -8,1 
     June 14,5 24,5 5,3 
     July 17,3 25,6 7,6 
     August 16,2 27,3 -1,6 
     September 11,2 22,4 -3,3 
     October 6,2 16,1 -5,3 
     November 1,8 13,7 -15,0 
     December -2,1 11,6 -11,2 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
     Yearly mean  6,2 
  
Building data:  
     Mean U value:  0,41 W/(m² K) 
     Specific transmission losses:  905,5 W/K 
     Specific ventilation losses:  703,1 W/K 
     Sum specific losses:  1608,6 W/K 
     Thermal inertia:  111,1 hours 
     Maximum heating load:  58,4 kW 
     Maximum specific heating load:  33,5 W/m² 
     Maximum cooling load:  59,5 kW 
     Maximum specific cooling load:  34,1 W/m² 
     Limit temperature for heating:  20,2°C 
     Effective heating days:  356 Tage 

 
Output: Heat balance 

 
Specific (per m² useful area):  
 Transm.  Ventil.  Internal  Solar  Usability  Heat energy 
  losses  losses  Gains  Gains  factor  demand 
  in kWh/m²  in kWh/m²  in kWh/m²  in kWh/m²   in kWh/m² 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
  
     January 8,4 7,1 0,5 1,8 1,00 13,2 
     February 7,7 6,6 0,5 3,2 1,00 10,7 
     March 7,4 6,3 0,5 5,6 1,00 7,6 
     April 5,8 4,9 0,5 6,2 0,99 4,0 
     May 3,6 3,1 0,4 6,1 0,76 0,2 
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     June 2,2 1,9 0,2 3,9 0,47 0,0 
     July 1,3 1,1 0,1 2,3 0,29 0,0 
     August 1,7 1,4 0,2 2,9 0,42 0,0 
     September 3,4 2,8 0,5 4,8 0,92 0,9 
     October 5,2 4,4 0,5 3,7 1,00 5,4 
     November 6,6 5,6 0,5 1,9 1,00 9,8 
     December 8,2 6,9 0,5 1,5 1,00 13,1 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
  
     Yearly sum  61,5 52,2 4,9 43,8   65,0 
  
Absolute (total building):  
  Transm.  Ventil.  Internal  Solar  Usability  Heat energy 
  losses  losses  Gains  Gains  factor  demand 
  in kWh  in kWh  in kWh  in kWh   in kWh 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
  
     January 14620 12396 889 3061 1,00 23066 
     February 13484 11432 803 5500 1,00 18614 
     March 12889 10928 888 9733 1,00 13196 
     April 10161 8615 852 10897 0,99 7027 
     May 6340 5376 676 10610 0,76 430 
     June 3877 3287 405 6749 0,47 10 
     July 2291 1943 261 3973 0,29 0 
     August 2977 2524 372 5125 0,42 3 
     September 5851 4961 789 8441 0,92 1582 
     October 9121 7733 888 6489 1,00 9477 
     November 11468 9723 860 3243 1,00 17088 
     December 14240 12073 889 2591 1,00 22833 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
  
     Yearly sum  107320 90989 8571 76413   113325 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Output: Cooling balance 

 
Cooling demand and overheating:  
 Cooling demand  Cooling demand  Mean  Cooling degree 
  specific  absolute  overheating  hours 
  in kWh/m²  in kWh  in hours/day  in Kh 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
  
     January 0,0 0 0,0 0,0 
     February 0,0 0 0,0 0,0 
     March 0,0 0 0,0 0,0 
     April 0,0 0 0,0 0,0 
     May 0,3 477 2,3 52,1 
     June 0,6 971 9,3 326,0 
     July 1,2 2060 13,2 916,9 
     August 0,7 1237 6,7 322,2 
     September 0,0 0 0,0 0,0 
     October 0,0 0 0,0 0,0 
     November 0,0 0 0,0 0,0 
     December 0,0 0 0,0 0,0 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
  
     Yearly sum 2,7 4745  1617,3 

 
Output: Primary and end energy demand for heating 

 
Energy demand of the heating system:  
     Heat: 
          Heat energy demand:  65,0 kWh/(m² a) 
          Losses of the heat storage:  0,0 kWh/(m² a) 
          Heat losses from the distribution:  1,8 kWh/(m² a) 
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          Looses at the transmission to the rooms:  1,1 kWh/(m² a) 
          Expense number of heat generation:  1,01 
 
          End energy demand district heat:  68,6 kWh/(m² a) 
          Primary energy factor district heat:  0,0 
          Primary energy demand district heat:  0,0 kWh/(m² a) 
 
     Auxiliary energy (electricity): 
          Auxiliary energy for heat generation:  0,0 kWh/(m² a) 
          Auxiliary energy for heat storage:  0,0 kWh/(m² a) 
          Auxiliary energy for heat distribution:  0,3 kWh/(m² a) 
 
          End energy demand auxiliary energy (electricity):  0,3 kWh/(m² a) 
          Primary energy factor electricity:  3,0 
          Primary energy demand auxiliary energy (electricity):  0,8 kWh/(m² a) 
 
 End energy  End energy  End energy  Primary  Primary  Primary  
  demand  demand  demand  demand  demand  demand 
  district heat  electricity  total  district heat  electricity  total 
  in kWh/m²  in kWh/m²  in kWh/m²  in kWh/m²  in kWh/m²  in kWh/m² 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
  
     January 14,0 0,1 14,0 0,0 0,2 0,2 
     February 11,3 0,0 11,3 0,0 0,1 0,1 
     March 8,0 0,0 8,0 0,0 0,1 0,1 
     April 4,3 0,0 4,3 0,0 0,1 0,1 
     May 0,3 0,0 0,3 0,0 0,0 0,0 
     June 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
     July 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
     August 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
     September 1,0 0,0 1,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
     October 5,7 0,0 5,8 0,0 0,1 0,1 
     November 10,3 0,0 10,4 0,0 0,1 0,1 
     December 13,8 0,1 13,9 0,0 0,2 0,2 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
  
     Yearly sum 68,6 0,3 68,8 0,0 0,8 0,8 

 
Output: Primary and end energy demand for cooling 

 
Energy demand of the cooling system:  
     Efficiency factor of the air conditioning:  2,5 kWh cooling/ kWh electricity 
  
  Cooling demand  End energy demand for cooling  Primary energy demand 
  in kWh/m²  in kWh/m²  in kWh/m² 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
  
     January 0,0 0,0 0,0 
     February 0,0 0,0 0,0 
     March 0,0 0,0 0,0 
     April 0,0 0,0 0,0 
     May 0,3 0,1 0,3 
     June 0,6 0,2 0,7 
     July 1,2 0,5 1,4 
     August 0,7 0,3 0,9 
     September 0,0 0,0 0,0 
     October 0,0 0,0 0,0 
     November 0,0 0,0 0,0 
     December 0,0 0,0 0,0 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
     Yearly sum 2,7 1,1 3,3 
Case 3: South facade triple-glazed, others with double-glazed 

windows (current) 
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CASAnova  
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Data sheet 

Geometry:  
     Length of north and south facade:  50,0 m 
     Length of west and east facade:  10,9 m 
     Height (without roof):  9,0 m 
     Number of floors:  4 
     Deviation from south direction (west positive):  0,0 ° 
 
     Ground area:  545,0 m² 
     Useful area:  1744,0 m² 
     Volume total:  4905,0 m³ 
     Air volume:  3924,0 m³ 
     Facade north resp. south:  450,0 m² 
     Facade east resp. west:  98,1 m² 
     Surface-to-volume value:  0,4 1/m 
 
Insulation:  
     U values of the walls: 
          north:  0,32 W/(m² K) 
          south:  0,32 W/(m² K) 
          east:  0,32 W/(m² K) 
          west:  0,32 W/(m² K) 
     Absorption coefficient of the walls:  0,50 
     Upper floor: 
          Towards:  outside or non-insulated roof 
          U value:  0,15 W/(m² K) 
     Lower floor: 
          Towards:  non-heated cellar (with insulation) 
          U value:  0,18 W/(m² K) 
     Door (north facade): 
          Area:  6,3 m² 
          U value:  1,50 W/(m² K) 
     Wärmebrücken:  increase U-values of surrounding planes by 0.10  
      W/(m² K) (normal construction) 
 
Building:  
     Interior temperature:  21,0 °C 
     Limit of overheating:  27,0 °C 
     Ventilation: 
          Natural ventilation (infiltration):  0,50 1/h 
          Mechanical ventilation:  0,00 1/h 
          Heat recovery (only mech. ventilation):  0 % 
     efficiency factor of air conditioning:  2,5 kWhcool / kWhelectr 
     Internal gains:  6,0 kWh/(m² a) 
     Kind of indoor walls:  medium construction 
     Kind of outdoor walls:  medium construction 
 
Climate:  
     Climate station:  Stockholm (Sverige) 
 
Windows:  
     North: 
          Windows area:  90,0 m² 
          Fraction of windows area at the facade:  20,0 % 
          Kind of windows:  others 
          U value glazing:  2,80 W/(m² K) 
          U value frame:  2,80 W/(m² K) 
          g value glazing:  0,70 
          Fraction of frame:  10,0 % 
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          Shading:  0,0 % 
     South: 
          Window area:  153,0 m² 
          Fraction of windows area at the facade:  34,0 % 
          Kind of windows:  others 
          U value glazing:  1,00 W/(m² K) 
          U value frame:  1,00 W/(m² K) 
          g value glazing:  0,60 
          Fraction of frame:  10,0 % 
          Shading:  0,0 % 
     East: 
          Window area:  5,9 m² 
          Fraction of windows area at the facade:  6,0 % 
          Kind of windows:  others 
          U value glazing:  2,80 W/(m² K) 
          U value frame:  2,80 W/(m² K) 
          g value glazing:  0,70 
          Fraction of frame:  10,0 % 
          Shading:  0,0 % 
     West: 
          Window area:  8,8 m² 
          Fraction of windows area at the facade:  9,0 % 
          Kind of windows:  others 
          U value glazing:  2,80 W/(m² K) 
          U value frame:  2,80 W/(m² K) 
          g value glazing:  0,70 
          Fraction of frame:  10,0 % 
          Shading:  0,0 % 
 
Energy:  
     Heating system:  district heat, boiler and distribution inside the  
      thermal zone 
     Heat transfer / system temperature:  radiators (outside walls), thermostatic valves  
      (layout temperature: 1K), system temperature:  
      70/55°C 
     Source of energy:  heat from combined heat and power system, renew.  
      energy 

 
Output: Overview 

Heat energy and cooling demand:  
  Heat energy demand  Cooling demand 
  in kWh/m²  in kWh/m² 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
  
     January 15,1 0,0 
     February 12,3 0,0 
     March 9,0 0,0 
     April 5,0 0,0 
     May 0,5 0,2 
     June 0,0 0,5 
     July 0,0 1,1 
     August 0,0 0,6 
     September 1,4 0,0 
     October 6,5 0,0 
     November 11,2 0,0 
     December 14,9 0,0 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
     Yearly sum 76,0 2,4 
  
Heating and cooling hours:  
  Heating hours  Zero energy hours  Cooling hours 
  in hours  in hours  in hours 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
  
     January 744 0 0 
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     February 672 0 0 
     March 744 0 0 
     April 703 17 0 
     May 537 152 55 
     June 25 478 217 
     July 4 368 372 
     August 28 543 173 
     September 557 163 0 
     October 744 0 0 
     November 720 0 0 
     December 744 0 0 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
     Sum (in hours) 6222 1721 817 
     Sum (in %) 71,0 19,6 9,3 

 
Output: Climate and building data 

Climate data:  
  Mean temperature  Maximum temperature  Minimum temperature 
  in °C  in °C  in °C 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
  
     January -2,7 13,0 -17,0 
     February -3,2 10,1 -13,5 
     March 0,1 11,9 -11,9 
     April 4,0 19,1 -12,9 
     May 10,7 25,0 -8,1 
     June 14,5 24,5 5,3 
     July 17,3 25,6 7,6 
     August 16,2 27,3 -1,6 
     September 11,2 22,4 -3,3 
     October 6,2 16,1 -5,3 
     November 1,8 13,7 -15,0 
     December -2,1 11,6 -11,2 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
     Yearly mean  6,2 
  
Building data:  
 
     Mean U value:  0,50 W/(m² K) 
     Specific transmission losses:  1094,0 W/K 
     Specific ventilation losses:  703,1 W/K 
     Sum specific losses:  1797,1 W/K 
     Thermal inertia:  99,4 hours 
     Maximum heating load:  65,5 kW 
     Maximum specific heating load:  37,5 W/m² 
     Maximum cooling load:  60,3 kW 
     Maximum specific cooling load:  34,6 W/m² 
     Limit temperature for heating:  20,3°C 
     Effective heating days:  357 Tage 

 
Output: Heat balance 

 
Specific (per m² useful area):  
  Transm.  Ventil.  Internal  Solar  Usability  Heat energy 
  losses  losses  Gains  Gains  factor  demand 
  in kWh/m²  in kWh/m²  in kWh/m²  in kWh/m²   in kWh/m² 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
     January 10,3 7,1 0,5 1,8 1,00 15,1 
     February 9,5 6,6 0,5 3,2 1,00 12,3 
     March 9,1 6,3 0,5 5,8 1,00 9,0 
     April 7,2 4,9 0,5 6,6 0,99 5,0 
     May 4,5 3,1 0,4 6,7 0,79 0,5 
     June 2,7 1,9 0,2 4,4 0,50 0,0 
     July 1,6 1,1 0,2 2,6 0,31 0,0 
     August 2,1 1,4 0,2 3,3 0,45 0,0 
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     September 4,1 2,8 0,5 5,1 0,93 1,4 
     October 6,4 4,4 0,5 3,8 1,00 6,5 
     November 8,1 5,6 0,5 1,9 1,00 11,2 
     December 10,0 6,9 0,5 1,5 1,00 14,9 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
     Yearly sum  75,5 52,2 5,0 46,7   76,0 
  
Absolute (total building):  
  Transm.  Ventil.  Internal  Solar  Usability  Heat energy 
  losses  losses  Gains  Gains  factor  demand 
  in kWh  in kWh  in kWh  in kWh   in kWh 
 ________________________________________________________________________ 
  
     January 17944 12396 889 3139 1,00 26311 
     February 16549 11432 803 5659 1,00 21519 
     March 15819 10928 888 10086 1,00 15773 
     April 12470 8615 852 11441 0,99 8792 
     May 7782 5376 703 11659 0,79 795 
     June 4758 3287 429 7589 0,50 27 
     July 2812 1943 277 4478 0,31 1 
     August 3653 2524 399 5768 0,45 11 
     September 7181 4961 803 8957 0,93 2383 
     October 11195 7733 888 6703 1,00 11337 
     November 14074 9723 860 3335 1,00 19601 
     December 17477 12073 889 2648 1,00 26013 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
     Yearly sum  131714 90989 8679 81462   132562 

 
Output: Cooling balance 

 
Cooling demand and overheating:  
  
  Cooling demand  Cooling demand  Mean  Cooling degree 
  specific  absolute  overheating  hours 
  in kWh/m²  in kWh  in hours/day  in Kh 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
  
     January 0,0 0 0,0 0,0 
     February 0,0 0 0,0 0,0 
     March 0,0 0 0,0 0,0 
     April 0,0 0 0,0 0,0 
     May 0,2 381 1,8 32,1 
     June 0,5 787 7,2 192,9 
     July 1,1 1869 12,0 733,0 
     August 0,6 1119 5,6 246,0 
     September 0,0 0 0,0 0,0 
     October 0,0 0 0,0 0,0 
     November 0,0 0 0,0 0,0 
     December 0,0 0 0,0 0,0 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
     Yearly sum 2,4 4156  1204,1 

 
Output: Primary and end energy demand for heating 

 
Energy demand of the heating system:  
     Heat: 
          Heat energy demand:  76,0 kWh/(m² a) 
          Losses of the heat storage:  0,0 kWh/(m² a) 
          Heat losses from the distribution:  1,8 kWh/(m² a) 
          Looses at the transmission to the rooms:  1,1 kWh/(m² a) 
          Expense number of heat generation:  1,01 
 
          End energy demand district heat:  79,7 kWh/(m² a) 
          Primary energy factor district heat:  0,0 
          Primary energy demand district heat:  0,0 kWh/(m² a) 
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     Auxiliary energy (electricity): 
          Auxiliary energy for heat generation:  0,0 kWh/(m² a) 
          Auxiliary energy for heat storage:  0,0 kWh/(m² a) 
          Auxiliary energy for heat distribution:  0,3 kWh/(m² a) 
          End energy demand auxiliary energy (electricity):  0,3 kWh/(m² a) 
          Primary energy factor electricity:  3,0 
          Primary energy demand auxiliary energy (electricity):  0,8 kWh/(m² a) 
 
  End energy  End energy  End energy  Primary  Primary  Primary  
  demand  demand  demand  demand  demand  demand 
  district heat  electricity  total  district heat  electricity  total 
  in kWh/m²  in kWh/m²  in kWh/m²  in kWh/m²  in kWh/m²  in kWh/m² 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
     January 15,8 0,1 15,9 0,0 0,2 0,2 
     February 12,9 0,0 13,0 0,0 0,1 0,1 
     March 9,5 0,0 9,5 0,0 0,1 0,1 
     April 5,3 0,0 5,3 0,0 0,1 0,1 
     May 0,5 0,0 0,5 0,0 0,0 0,0 
     June 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
     July 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
     August 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
     September 1,4 0,0 1,4 0,0 0,0 0,0 
     October 6,8 0,0 6,8 0,0 0,1 0,1 
     November 11,8 0,0 11,8 0,0 0,1 0,1 
     December 15,6 0,1 15,7 0,0 0,2 0,2 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
     Yearly sum 79,7 0,3 80,0 0,0 0,8 0,8 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Output: Primary and end energy demand for cooling 

 
Energy demand of the cooling system:  
 
     Efficiency factor of the air conditioning:  2,5 kWh cooling/ kWh electricity 
  
  Cooling demand  End energy demand for cooling  Primary energy demand 
  in kWh/m²  in kWh/m²  in kWh/m² 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
     January 0,0 0,0 0,0 
     February 0,0 0,0 0,0 
     March 0,0 0,0 0,0 
     April 0,0 0,0 0,0 
     May 0,2 0,1 0,3 
     June 0,5 0,2 0,5 
     July 1,1 0,4 1,3 
     August 0,6 0,3 0,8 
     September 0,0 0,0 0,0 
     October 0,0 0,0 0,0 
     November 0,0 0,0 0,0 
     December 0,0 0,0 0,0 
     ______________________________________________________________________________ 
     Yearly sum 2,4 1,0 2,9 


